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OFFICIAL NOTICES 

 
Sub: Notice is given under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods 

(Registration & Protection) Rules, 2002. 
 
1. As per the requirement of Rule 41(1) it is informed that the issue of Journal 45 of 

the Geographical Indications Journal dated 11th September 2012 / Bhadra 20th, 
Saka 1933 has been made available to the public from 11th September 2012. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
NEW G.I APPLICATION DETAILS 

 
371 Shaphee Lanphee  25 Manufactured 

372 Wangkhei Phee  25 Manufactured 

373  Moirang Pheejin  25 Manufactured 

374 Naga Tree Tomato  31 Agricultural 

375 Arunachal Orange  31 Agricultural 

376  Sikkim Large Cardamom  30 Agricultural 

377 Mizo Chilli  30 Agricultural 

378 Jhabua Kadaknath Black Chicken Meat  29 Manufactured 

379 Devgad Alphonso Mango  31 Agricultural 

380 RajKot Patola  24 Handicraft 

381 Kangra Paintings  16 Handicraft 

382 Joynagarer Moa  30 Food Stuff 

383 Kullu Shawl (Logo)  24 Textile  

384 Muga Silk of Assam (Logo)  
23, 24, 

25, 27 & 
31 

Handicraft 

385 Nagpur Orange 31 Agricultural 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
No.GIR/CG/JNL/2010      Dated 26th February, 2010 
 
WHEREAS Rule 38(2) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and 
Protection) Rules, 2002 provides as follows: 
 
“The Registrar may after notification in the Journal put the published 
Geographical Indications Journal on the internet, website or any other electronic 
media.” 
 
Now therefore, with effect from 1st April, 2010, The Geographical Indications Journal 
will be Published and hosted in the IPO official website www.ipindia.nic.in free of 
charge. Accordingly, sale of Hard Copy and CD-ROM of GI Journal will be 
discontinued with effect from 1st April, 2010. 
 

 Sd/- 
(P. H. KURIAN) 

Registrar of Geographical Indications 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Advertised under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & 
Protection) Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 45 dated 11th September 

2012 
 

G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER - 180 
Application Date: 15-07-2009 

 
Application is made by Bhagalpur Tussar Silk Development Samiti, Weaver’s 
Service Centre, Kanchangarh, Barari, Bhagalpur, Pincode- 812003, Bihar, India for 
Registration in Part-A of the Register of BHAGALPUR SILK under Application No: 
180 in respect of Textile and Textile goods not included in other classes; bed and table 
covers, falling in Class – 24 and Clothing falling in Class – 25 is hereby advertised as 
accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods 
(Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 

 
A) Name of the Applicant : Bhagalpur Tussar Silk Development  

Samiti 
 
 
B) Address   : Bhagalpur Tussar Silk Development  

Samiti  
Weaver’s Service Centre, Kanchangarh, 
Barari, Bhagalpur, Pincode- 812003, Bihar, 
India  

 
 
C) Type of Goods  : Class – 24 – Textile and Textile goods not 

Included in other classes; bed and table 
covers  
Class – 25 – Clothing. 

 
 
D) Specification   : 
 
 
E) Name of the Geographical Indication : 
 

BHAGALPUR SILK 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

F) Description of Goods : 
 

Bhagalpur silk fabrics, Sarees, Dress Material, Salwar Suits, Kurta- Payajama 
clothes, carves, shawls, dupatta, cushion covers, bed sheets, curtains throws 
table covers, napkins & rumal etc. 

 
 

G) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in page no.      : 
 

The Centre of Bhagalpur silk is Bhagalpur in Bihar, India. Bhagalpur is a 
divisional town of historical importance situated on the southern bank of the 
Ganga River. Situated 220 km east of state capital Patna and 410 km North West 
of Kolkata is well connected by rail and road. The present Bhagalpur is bounded 
in the north by Khagaria, Madhepura, Purnea and Katihar district and Banka 
district in south.  The eastern part is surrounded by Sahebganj and Godda 
district.  The western boundary is surrounded by Munger district. Major silk 
production clusters in the district are Nathnagar, Champa Nagar, Aliganj, 
Puraini, Dariapur, Shekpura, and Mirzafari. 
 
The Bhagalpur Silk producing region lies within 27˚.07’ N  to 25˚.30’ N Latitude 
and 86˚.37’ E to 87˚.30’ E Longitude. 
 
 

H) Proof of Origin ( Historical records ) : 
 

Bhagalpur is an ancient city and the history of Bhagalpur goes back to the days 
of Vedic period. References to Bhagalpur can be found in Indian epics like the 
Ramayana and Mahabharata where Bhagalpur was described as the Kingdom of 
Anga. It was established by king ‘Anga’ after whose name it came to be known 
in the early period. Mandar Hill (situated 52 kms. south from Bhagalpur) is 
believed to have been used as Churner during Samudra Manthan by God and 
Danav according to Hindu mythology. Various accounts and anecdotes as to the 
origin of its name are given. According to a number of historians, the name 
“Bhagalpur” is associated with the famous king “Bhagdutta” of the Mahabharat 
period. During that period, the place was known as “Bhagduttapur”. With the 
lapse of time this “Bhagduttapur” got converted into Bhagalpur. The ancient 
history has evidences to show that the attack by the “Bhonslas” was a common 
feature of this area and the common mass had to find out a safer place to save 
their lives, and, probably, the present area of Bhagalpur was certainly a very 
good place for their refuge. The city was established by the king ‘Anga’ after 
whose name the place came to be known in the early period. King Anga had its 
capital at “Champa” which is now known as “Champanagar”. 
 
At the time of Lord Buddha this was one of the six great cities and according to 
B.C. Law, Buddha preached his doctrines to one queen Gaggar at 
Champanagar. Champa is mentioned in the ancient literature and king ‘Karna’ 
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is believed to have ruled over this area. In the Kalpasutra, Champa is mentioned 
as one of the places where the last Tirthanker Mahavira stayed for three rainy 
seasons. Vasupujya (12th Jain Tirthanker) is said to have been born at 
Champanagar. Champa was a place of pilgrimage during the Mahabharat 
period. The ruins at Sultanganj and Karugarha at Champanagar reveal that these 
were important cities. Hiuantsang, the great Chinese traveller to India speaks of 
the ruins of the several monasteries near Bhagalpur region.  Stray inscriptions 
of the Gupta period have also been found here. Fahien, famous Chinese 
traveller to India speaks about the kingdom of Champa on the Southern bank of 
Ganga. Hiuantsang visited champa and according to him, the people of Champa 
were simple and honest and possessed good manners.  The soil was fertile and 
temperature was mild and warns. The history of Bhagalpur indicates that the 
Guptas of Magadh, under Adityasena ruled over Bhagalpur for three 
generations. Ancient cave sculptures of Emperor Ashoka’s regime (274 BC – 
232 BC) are found in the neighbourhood and at Sultanganj (20 kms. West of 
Bhagalpur), a temple of Gupta period (320 AD to 520 AD) still exists. The ruins 
of ancient Vikramshila university are located 44 km. east of Bhagalpur. It was 
the medieval centre to the conservation and propagation of Buiddhist education, 
established by king Dharampal of Bengal (783 AD – 820 AD) at the end of the 
8th century. 
 
The ‘Palas’ ruled over Bhagalpur for about four centuries from 8th to 12th 
century. The Pala dynasty was ruined by the ‘Senas’ of Bhagalpur. Bhagalpur 
has established its name and fame in silk weaving. The district of Bhagalpur has 
been famous for its cottage industry since long. Tussar Silk, dyeing, salt, indigo, 
glassware, etc. were some of the chief industries of the district. Bhagalpur, 
which is more famous for Silk, has been a well known product of the place from 
the time immemorial. 
 
The origin of Silk in India goes back to the dim recesses of antiquity. Bhagalpur 
known as Champa in the days of yore, produced abundantly Tussar mulberry 
out of the 4 categories of silk. The industry enjoyed a royal patronage and silk 
the best in the world was exported to the countries bordering the Mediterranean 
Sea under the protection of royal troops. It used to be exchanged for gold. The 
legend of Bhagalpur describes that Karna, the ruler of Champanagar, used to 
gift away gold to the people which indicates that through silk business, the 
people of Bhagalpur had amassed huge wealth in the form of gold. From the 
period of antiquity to the modern period, the silk industry survived in its 
indigenous form. In 1810-11, Buchanan Hamilton presented a fine account 
about the Tussar of Bhagalpur. 
 
“Charkhanas” were about 18 cubits long and 8-7th of cubit wide.  Each loom 
were producing 6 pieces in a month. The warp required 10 parts of cotton and 
15 parts of tussar the pieces could be chequered. “Baftas” were pieces of 
uniform coloured, Dariyas after being woven. 
 



 

The whole warp was Tussar and the woof was cotton. The above kinds were 
mostly for export. “Bharsaris” which were produced chiefly for home use were 
like "Dariyas” which were produced chiefly for home use were like “Dariyas” 
but of inferior size and firmness and afforded occupation to a large number of 
weaver than any other kind. They were made up in pieces about 8’ long and 3’ 
wide and were dyed by the weavers who could make 8 pieces a month.   
 
The pure Tussar silk was called “tul”. “Dhoopchaya” was a Bafta of bright blue. 
“Mayurekanti” was a white silk figured in blue. “Lahangowal” was a figured 
silk work only for “Brahmins, Kayasthas and Rajputs. The “Roa” or cocoons of 
Tussar came from ‘Suri’, Bankura, Gaya and the Santhal Parganas. Patwas, 
Momins, Tanties and Tatawas were the principal weaver castes employed in the 
trade. The winding of the silk from the cocoons was effected by a very simple 
instrument called “Tariya”. The process of preparing the cocoons for reeling 
threads was also very interesting. 8 pounds of cocoons were boiled with twice 
that amount of water, till all the water evaporated. They were then left to cool 
and again they were boiled. The silk was then easily wound of strands from 5 
cocoons were generally used to form each thread. For cheaper work three strand 
threads were used and for better work were used seven strand threads. They 
were twisted with the left hand on the left thigh and wound on the “Tariya”. 
 
According to Dr. Buchanan, a fine and enchanting fabric of silk was made out 
through a crude process. Even during that period the silk industry of Bhagalpur 
was a foreign exchange earner, yet the economic condition of the weaver 
engaged in that occupation was far from satisfactory. J.G. Cumming, L.C.S. has 
given a brief description about the economic position of these weavers in his 
book, “Review of the Industrial position and prospects in Bengal in 1908”. J.G. 
Cumming studied the problems of the Tussar Silk weavers and stated about the 
development of this industry, more particularly he hinted at the improvement in 
the design of the looms and spinning. Even during 1908 in Champanagar which 
was a principal seat of silk manufacture at Bhagalpur, Mahajans (money 
lenders) were sweating the local crafts men. 
 
Bhagalpur is an important centre for producing mulberry, Tussar and Eri silk. 
Of the four varieties, the production of Tussar silk is coming from earlier 
period. Eri silk industry in Bhagalpur is also of ancient origin. Mulberry & 
Munga are procured from the local market and nearby state. 
 
In International market, it is specially recognized for the production of silk 
furnishing, (both heavy & light textures). Tussar spun out of different 
stages/wastes like Jhuri, Danti, Katiya, Balkal, etc. are all regional names used 
for manufacturing silk fabrics. Similarly, Mulberry silk yarns are of varied 
range are also used. The use of heavy coarse Jhari Tussar, Hand Spun Jattam to 
finest filament yarn are used to produced the varieties like dress materials, 
upholstery, scarf, stoles etc. The skilled Handloom weavers in this region are 
fully familiar with handling these wide varieties of silk yarns. 



 

Besides above, Bhagalpur weavers are also skilled to blend cotton (fine to 
coarse), Jute, Linen (Flax), Viscose, Wool, Cashmilion (Acrylic), Polyester etc. 
with silk. Perhaps this is the specialty of Bhagalpur weavers, which may not be 
in other handloom areas of India or even in Asia according to some experienced 
exporters.  Major production localities are Nathnagar, Champa Nagar, Aliganj, 
Puraini, Dariyapur, Sheikhpura & Mirzafari. 
 
The district Gazetteers published by Govt. of Bihar (1962) has also elaborated 
the different aspects associated with the Bhagalpur Silk products from time to 
time. 
 
 

I) Method of Production : 
 

The production of silk fabrics at Bhagalpur is done in three identified stages. 
Stage I    : Purchase of cocoons, processing of cocoons, spinning of silk yarn 
Stage II   : Pre-weaving  
Stage III  : weaving & processing of silk fabrics 
 
The raw materials used in this cluster are Tussar silk, Matka Silk, Eri and 
Mulberry silk, noil and chinese silk.  The raw materials like synthetic staple, 
viscose, cotton are also being used by the weavers. The details of the different 
varieties of main raw materials used in the Bhagalpur production centre are as 
follows: 
 
Share of the yarns used 
 
Sr. No.  Type of Yarn  Percentage 
1  Tussar   27.72 
2  Eri   15.65 
3  Matka   26.40 
4  Noil   19.45 
5  Others   10.78 
  Total   100.00 
  
• Processing of cocoons, spinning of silk yarn: Cocoons are preserved 
and stored by traditional methods i.e. Sun-drying. Cocoons are spread floor in 
hot sun light for several days till the pupae are killed and cocoons are completely 
dried. 
 
• Preliminary sorting: 
Stifling : Stifling is the process of choking fresh cocoons and to prevent the 
emergence of moth in the form of butterfly by killing the pupae inside and also 
to ensure proper preservation of cocoons by eliminating the cocoon moisture and 
making the cocoons suitable for unwinding. Cocoons are preserved and stored by 
traditional methods i.e. Sun-drying. 



 

 
Sun drying: The cocoons are dried under moderate sunlight. The samples of the 
lot are tested for diseases and other impurities. Cocoons for boiling process are 
sorted on the basis of built, colour, size, compactness, weight etc. This restricts 
the causes of fungus attack and enhances the reeling efficiency. 
 
Cocoons are spread on floor in heated sun light for several days till the pupae are 
killed and cocoons are completely dried. It is simple, economical & requires no 
initial investment. It requires labour, space and prolonged exposure to sunlight. 
Sun drying is necessary after stifling for proper preservation of cocoons. 
 
Tussar waste spinning: The waste silk is thoroughly cleaned and spun into 
yarns. Spun silk is produced from waste with long staples, which gives yarn its 
characteristics brilliance. Short-stapled from waste from the comber noil is used 
for spinning noil or blended yarns. These yarns are coarse and lack the 
characteristic brilliance.  The Tussar silk wastes used for spinning come mainly 
in the following forms: 
 
Reeling waste: In the course of reeling the reelable filaments are converted into 
waste in finding out true ends from cocoons after breakage. It can be spun by 
hand or on a Charkha. The innermost layer of cooked Tussar cocoon is not 
reelable. This also forms a part of poor type of reeling waste which can be 
converted to spun yarn. 
 
Katia yarn: Katia yarn is obtained from the Tussar silk waste left after reeling, 
including floss. It is normally spun on charkhas or spinning wheels with a count 
of 15s to 30s. The yarn is given sufficient twist and is strong enough to be 
suitably used for warp. Katia yarn is mainly used for the production of wrappers 
and other thicker varieties of dress material. 
 
Ghicha yarn: This is obtained mostly from pierced, cut, flimsy, insect damaged 
and double cocoons. The cooking process for the production of ghicha yarn is 
the same as for the reeled yarn produced from good cocoons. Cooked Tussar 
cocoons which are unreelable owing to opening of the peduncle end or a hard 
shell are also used to produce the hand-drawn coarse yarn called ‘Ghicha’. Here 
a bunch of thread is pulled out by hand from one or two cocoons at a time and 
reeled on an earthen pot. This gives a coarse variety of untwisted thread of 4s to 
6s. Finer Ghicha as high as 30s can also be spun. Ghicha yarn is used as weft for 
the production of various union fabrics in combination with reeled silk or Katia 
or even with cotton. 
 
Balkal Yarn: Balkal is a thick coarse yarn spun from Tussar peduncles. The 
peduncles prior to spinning are subjected to cooking and opening operations. 
Peduncles are boiled in soap and soda solution followed by steaming. After 
washing and drying, they are beaten-up for opening and subsequently carded and 
finally spun into thick yarn upto about 10s by by either a spinning wheel or 



 

Ambar charkha. The degumming loss of the peduncles of different races of 
Tussar cocoons is shown in Balkal yarn is normally used as weft in combination 
with reeled silk for the production of union fabrics. 
 
Jhari yarn:  This yarn is spun from unclean and unopened Tussar waste. 
 
Mill spun yarn: Tussar waste material contains a considerable amount of 
gummy materials which hinder the subsequent mechanical processing in a spun 
silk mill.  Tussar silk waste is degummed by boiling in a pressurized tank with 
soap and soda for 30 min and treated with sodium sulphite for partial bleaching. 
However, to remove gummy matter completely, the material is subsequently 
kept in a soap and soda solution in a large wooden tank for 3-4 days. After 
degumming the material is put in fresh water, hydro extracted and subsequently 
dried in hot air chambers. The degummed Tussar waste is then processed 
through a series of operations which includes opening, filling, dressing or 
combing, spreading, drawing, gill roving, spinning and gassing. Mill spun Tussar 
yarn in the range of 60-210s (metric count) can be produced. The yarn is then 
doubled and twisted according to the required specifications. 
Dyeing: 
 
Use of natural dye : The flowers of the kusam or safflower (Carthamus 
tincterius); the flowers of the singhar (Nyctanthes arbor tristis), and of the tun 
(Cedrela toona); the leaves of Indigofera tinctoria or indigo; tairi, the pods of 
Caesalpinia, sappan; the wood of the same tree; kath (catechu or terra Japonia), 
obtained from Acacia, catechu; the root of the haldi (Curcuma zerumbet); the 
seeds of Bixa orellana; the fruit of the karanja or Galedupa Indica; the bark of 
the amor mango (Mangifera, Indica); the flowers of the  palas (Butea frondosa); 
the root of manjit or Indian madder (munjista); singrif or vermilion; zangar or 
verdigris; sajimati, an impure carbonate of soda: and kassis, a white and powdery 
sulphate of iron. The details are attached in Annexure-II.  
 
The tussar silk fabrics is treated to mordants first and then dyed through 
vegetable extracts. The results achieved are excellent and this eco-friendly shade 
is very much in demand amongst domestic and international buyers.  
 
The shades achieved with natural ingredients are unparallel as compared with the 
chemical or synthetic dyes.  The extracts are Harsingar, Tealeaf, Lac, Palashm 
Katha, Pomegranate, Turmeric, are used in dyeing and pre-treatment of fabric is 
done with powdered Harda & Beheda. 
 
Use of synthetic dyes: The dye stuff applicable for the mulberry silk is also 
applied for Tussar silk by following the same technique. Natural silk requires 
approximately twice as much dye as wool to get some depth of shade. The 
flatness of Tussar fibre exaggerates this even more. Higher the concentration of 
dye in the bath the less is the change of uneven dyeing. This rule applies by the 
large to natural silk but since the high concentration of dye only produces 



 

relatively pale shades on Tussar, the possibility of getting uneven result is quite 
high.  Dyeing of silk is generally carried out with Reactive (cold and Hot) and 
Acid dyes stuffs. 
 
Reactive dyes:  It gives exceptionally good colours to natural silk say dye stuff 
4% Glaubers sakt 60-80 gm/lit. 
 
         Soda ash   2 gms/lit 
         Liquor ratio  1:75 
        Temperature  80-85*c. 
 
Silk yarn is immersed in dye bath at 500C containing glaubers salt and soda ash 
and stained for 10 min. Then the well dissolved dye solution is poured into the 
bath and then temperature is raised to 85c. The dyeing is further continued for 
another 45 min. After dyeing the material is washed in cold water and then it is 
soaked in solution of 2 gm soap/lit at 70c/ for 20 min. The material is finally 
washed and dried. 
 
• Acid dyes: Acid dyes recipe 
 Dye stuff 2-3% 
 Glaubers salt10% 
 Formic acid 3-4% 
 Time 1 hrs 
 Temperature- boiling 
 Liquor ratio 1:75 
 
Nowadays the weavers are adopting the process of cold dye but the results are 
not after guaranteed. 
 
The process of unwinding of filament from the cocoons and their combination in 
a composite reeled yarn is termed as silk reeling.  An elaborate series of 
processes is involved in obtaining Tussar silk reeled yarn from the thick hard 
Tussar cocoons. Tussar reeling is not carried out in filature like mulberry 
cocoons. Mostly it is done in small quantities by the womenfolk of weaver’s 
family. Prior to reeling, cooking (the term is most commonly used instead of 
“degumming” in sericulture industry) is necessary to make cocoon shell fairly 
soft, thereby facilitating the smooth unwinding of the filaments. 
 
Dry Reeling Process: Thigh Reeling: Traditionally Tussar silk reeling is 
generally conducted by the women folk of weavers’ family on thigh. It is not 
only a slow and crude process but also unhygienic. There is also the process of 
spinning the Tussar yarn.  The thigh reeling system is an old system of reeling 
which rural woman, sitting on the floor cross-legged, draw 5 to 6 filaments on 
their thigh from cocoons cooked by alkaline method, twist is imparted by the left 
hand with a little a additional of ash powder, oil and starch. Composite reeled 



 

yarn is wound on a bamboo-made hand appliance called the traditional Natwa in 
the villages. Cocoons are also reeled on charkhas. 
 
Silk reeling on traditional charkha: The cocoons cooked with Hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2) cooking method. It yields yarn with better cohesion & makes it 
possible to reel on simple hand operated Tussar  (dry), the gummy materials are 
removed to a large extent. Exhibiting its merits fully thereby harming the quality 
of the yarn. Thus, it is necessary to eliminate them beforehand prior to chemical 
processing. 
 
 Pre-weaving activities: preparatory to weaving have the following 
sequence Winding involves transferring raw silk from natwa to the warpers 
natwa (Ughra) of 4-5 inches diameter after combining 8 numbers of ends 
together, warping is made by running the threads by walking from one point to 
other after proper leasing. In many places other warping methods like peg 
warping (single or8 ends), cage warping, horizontal or vertical drum warping 
method are also practiced. The reeled bobbins are converted into hank form. 
These hanks are soaked in a size solution containing the following ingredients. 
In Bhagalpur, the Tussar yarn is doubled or plied for use in fabrics to render the 
strength. 
 
Warping of yarns /preparation of beams, drafting:   
The sized yarn of predetermined length is wound on warpers bobbin and 
mounted on warpers creel. The number of warping bobbins spends on the 
number of ends per section. Later the threads are collected and passed through 
leasing dent and condensing dent making a section to be wound on weavers 
beam. After a required length of the section is wound, a number of such sections 
are wound on the beam depending on the total number of ends required in the 
width of fabric to be produced. 
 
Thereafter drawing and drafting through healds and reed is done. The drafted 
beam is then taken on the handloom for weaving. The entire process in weaving 
such as shading, picking, beating, taking up etc. are done manually by the 
weavers. 
 
Weaving of silk fabrics: Tussar silk weaving is totally traditional. It is carried 
out mostly on pit loom to a large extent and fly shuttle frame loom, for making 
woven designs on the fabric dobby or Jacquards are attached on these looms. 
The looms in common use of the weavers are of traditional types with fly shuttle. 
 
There are few developments over these looms wherein some of the loom motions 
are operated by weaver while other are mechanically operated. Some of the 
improved handlooms commonly used for Tussar weaving are Banarasi fly shuttle 
loom. Nepali handloom, Chittaranjan semi automatic handloom etc. 
 



 

Wet processing of silk: The removal of gum or sericin is an important treatment 
during the processing of silk as the harsh and of stiff feel. Degumming is the 
removal of the further gum/sericin. It also hides the whiteness and luster of the 
silk. The presence of gum also hinders dye absorption during the dyeing / 
printing process. 
 
Bleaching: Although degumming of silk removes the major portion of the 
colouring matter in the silk especially Tussar, which needs further bleaching to 
improve the whiteness and appearance. This is carried out by the usage of H2O2 
along with soda ash or sodium silicate or ammonia solution as buffer. The 
bleaching reaction is carried out for about 2 hours. sorption during the 
dyeing/printing process. 
 
Finishing: Finishing is an important factor for marketing of the finished 
commodities. Tussar finish is generally conducted by two techniques to improve 
the cover. feel, luster and look of the fabric. These are dependent on the type of 
finish. 
 
There are two types of finish which are as under: 
 
1. Kundi finish i.e. Beating with wooden hammer 
2. Calender finish: Kundi finish is very common mostly done in all export 
varieties of Tussar fabrics manufactured for domestic market. Calender finish no 
doubt is very good and methodical but it is only applicable if continuous length 
of a fabric is available and as such calender finishing is very rare in Tussar silk 
industry. 
 
Kundi finish: Kundi finish is a special and unparallel human skill found in the 
Bhagalpur region which is very much suited for the handspun Tussar yarn.  It is 
primarily done in all export varieties of Tussar fabrics manufactured for 
domestic and international market. This is an indigenous practice of finshining of 
silk fabrics. After bleaching the cloth is washed well in cold water and then it is 
treated into the finishing bath having the following recipe for 50 saree pieces. 
After treating the silk material in the above bath at room temperature it is dried, 
after which the silk is moistened by sprinkling and then quantity of cloth pieces 
about 10 numbers of sarees are folded in a packet form and wrapped in a thick 
cotton cloth. The bundle is then placed on a wooden block and vigorously beaten 
by two person from two sides with the help of hammer for about 15-20 min. and 
it is followed by ironing. Later the silk material is folded and sent for packing. 
 
Calender finish: This finish consists of above recipe and passed through the 
steam heated calendars at a slow speed after which the cloth pieces are folded 
properly and packed. The calendar finish is generally of material is finished at a 
time. The aim pursed in silk finishing is to reveal the properties, i.e. luster, 
handle drapability etc. The finishing of Tussar silk is not a common feature. 
However, depending upon the specific requirements, chemical or mechanical. 



 

Generally the fabric is soaked in the finishing chemicals and squeezed manually 
or the chemical are sprayed onto the fabric. 
 
Mechanical Finishing: Dried Tussar fabric can be moistened and wrapped with 
cotton/silk fabric and hammered manually by to wooden hammers alternately to 
impart a soft handle and luster. This process is known as Kundi finishing and can 
be compared with a button or knife breaking machine finish, where fabric is 
passed several times rapidly back and forth over small rollers studded with brass 
buttons or slanted knives. Tussar silk fabrics can be calendared on a two bowl 
calendaring machine for improving handle and appearance. 
 
Printing: The blocks are produced by local artisans using their own designs. The 
dyes used for printing are acid, metal complex acid or direct dyes. The printing 
pastes are stored in special wooden containers. Printing is done on a heavy table. 
After printing, the fabrics are dried, steamed, and wrapped in unbleached cotton. 
Shanada prints, Patli prints, Koria prints, Pancha, and other design motifs are 
discussed. 
 
Printed mulberry silk fabrics are popular due to the exclusiveness of designs and 
coloristic effects that can be achieved. But this is less in the case of Tussar silk 
because of its inherent colour and a lack of available technological knowledge in 
the trade. However, the success depends to a great extent on proper pretreatment 
such as desizing and bleaching. 
 
Direct Printing:  For printing of Tussar by direct style, acid metal-complex, 
direct and reactive dyes are normally used. Printing may be carried out by screen 
or block printing method. In case of block printing the thickener used is gum 
Arabic. The printed fabric is dried under mild conditions to retain a good printed 
mark and prevent the goods from marking off during subsequent process. 
Steaming is carried out in saturated steam for 45-120 min. depending on the 
steamer used. Washing is carried out under mild alkaline conditions with a 
standard detergent to prevent the re-adsorption of washed dye onto the fabric. 
The fabric is neutralized and dried at low temperature.   
 
Ironing: Finally the finished product goes for ironing and packaging. The 
similar method is also followed for producing other silk varieties.  
 
Training to the weavers and quality maintenance: The Govt. Of Bihar has set 
up four technical institutes for training of the weavers such Weavers training 
Institutes at Barari, Weavers’ Training Centre at Bihpur, Silk Institute at 
Nathnagar at Bhagalpur and Developed Tussar-reeling Centre at Champanagar. 
Besides, the Weaver Service Centre also provides training to the weavers in 
improving and sharpening their craftsmanship. Over the period, the weavers are 
attracted from different cast and have undergone training in the training centre to 
carry out the traditional weaving art of the Bhagalpur Silk Fabrics and Saree. 
 



 

The Central Silk Board, Weavers Service Centre have maintained the quality 
parameters for silk yarn and fabrics.  
 
The testing facilities have been created by   Central Silk Board with the 
assistance of Textiles Committee. 

 
 
K) Uniqueness: 

 
The uniqueness of Bhagalpur silk fabrics can be attributed to the following 
factors: 
 
Sun drying method: The cocoons are dried under moderate sunlight. The 
samples of the lot are tested for diseases and other impurities. Cocoons for 
boiling process are sorted on the basis of built, colour, size, compactness, weight 
etc. This restricts the causes of fungus attack and enhances the reeling efficiency. 
 
Special boiling process:  The method of boiling, the Tussar cocoons is a time 
taking process. In an earthen pot at or boiling temperature sodium carbonate 
(washer man's soda) solution for 4-6   hours. Cocoons are then reeled in semi 
moist condition on Natwa/ Thigh by the women folk. The softness of yarn by 
this method and shining of fabrics increases with every wash. 
 
Thigh reeling: The thigh reeling system is an old system of reeling wherein the 
rural women sitting on the floor (crossed-legged) draw 5 to 6 filaments on their 
thigh from cocoons cooked by alkaline method, twist is imparted by the left hand 
with a little addition of ash powder, oil and starch.  Composite reeled yarn is 
wounded on a bomboo-made appliance called the ‘natwa’.  This system is also 
practiced for reeling inferior quality cocoons including emerged cocoons which 
cannot undergo machine reeling. (The process of unwinding of filament yarns 
from the cocoons and their combination in a composite reeled yarn is termed as 
Tussar silk reeling. Tussar silk reeling is generally conducted by the women folk 
of weavers’ family on thigh locally called Kheba process). The continuous 
filament yarns are obtained from this process. This process increases the 
strengths of fabrics by three to four times and keeps the yarn more lustrous.    
 
Kundi finish: This is an indigenous practice of finishing of silk fabrics where 
the woven fabric is given pressure by beating with strong wooden hammers on 
the entire yardage. The Tussar silk fabric after the cold wash is treated into the 
finishing bath at room temperature. It is dried, after which the silk is moistened 
by sprinkling water. Quantity of cloth pieces are folded in a packet form and 
wrapped in a thick cotton cloth. The bundle is then placed on a wooden block 
and vigorously beaten by two persons from two sides with the help of hammers 
for 15-20 minutes. And this process is followed by Ironing and calender 
finishing.This process helps to improve the feel, luster and look of the fabrics. 
 



 

Tussar waste spinning: Bhagalpur is known for its traditional human skills of 
generating unique quality yarns by spinning the waste resulting from reeling of 
the primary Tussar. The waste silk is thoroughly cleaned and spun into yarns. 
Spun silk is produced from waste with long staples, which gives yarn its 
characteristics brilliance. Short-stapled from waste from the comber noil is used 
for spinning noil or blended yarns. 

 
 
L) Inspection Body: 

 
The inspection body consisting of the following organizations has been 
constituted. These organizations are working for development of Bhagalpur silk. 
The organizations are: 
 
• Bhagalpur Tussar Silk Development Samiti 
• Bhagalpur Regional Handloom Weavers Co-operative Union Ltd.  
• Weavers Service Centre (WSC)  
• Asian Society for Entrepreneurship Education & Development (ASEED)  
• Central Silk Board 
• Directorate of Handlooms DOH (Industry Department Government of 
Bihar) 
• Indian Silk Export Promotion Council 
• Textiles Committee 
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Advertised under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & 
Protection) Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 45 dated 11th September 

2012 
 

G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER - 198 
Application Date: 26-02-2010 

 
Application is made by Mangalagiri Sarees and Fabrics Apex Society, Door No. 9-
53, Near Yerracheruvu GNT Road, Mangalagiri, Guntur District, Andhra Pradesh, India 
for Registration in Part-A of the Register of MANGALAGIRI SAREES AND 
FABRICS under Application No: 198 in respect of Textile and Textile goods not 
included in other classes including chudidhar (Salwar Kameez) sets & dress material 
(gents shirt and kurtha material), falling in Class – 24 and Clothing (Sarees & Dupatta), 
falling in Class – 25 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of Section 
13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 1999. 

 
A) Name of the Applicant : Mangalagiri Sarees and Fabrics Apex Society,  
 
 
B) Address   : Mangalagiri Sarees and Fabrics Apex Society,  

Door No. 9-53, Near Yerracheruvu GNT 
Road, Mangalagiri, Guntur District, 
Andhra Pradesh, India  

 
 
C) Type of Goods  : Class – 24 – Textile and Textile goods not  

included in other classes including 
chudidhar (Salwar Kameez)  sets & dress 
material (gents shirts  and kurtha material)  
Class – 25 – Clothing (Sarees & Dupatta) 

 
 
D) Specification   : 
 

Mangalagiri Sarees and fabrics are made of pure cotton fabric. The material is 
durable and produced in the Mangalagiri region near Guntur region of Andhra 
Pradesh, which are characterized as following:  
 pure, sturdy, durable cotton material 

 No weave designs on body of the fabric 

 Nizam border in sarees and chudidhar material which is peculiar only  to 
Mangalagiri region 

 Material woven only on pit-loom and are handloom products. 

 No gaps on the weave in the edge of the material which is again peculiar 
to this kind of fabric. 



 

 Only manufactured in Mangalagiri region 

 Sarees and fabrics made of yarn within 40s to 80s range. 

 Fabric is very well known for its softness inspite of the yarn not being so 
fine. This is attributable to the tightness of weave, due to the use of 
pitloom which allows tight weaving by weavers planting their feet firmly 
on the ground. 

DIMENSIONS  
 

S. 
No. 

Particulars 
Yarn 

Warp X weft 
Length X Breadth 

No. of threads per 
sq. inch 

1. Sarees 80 S X 80S 6.40 m. (with blouse) X 
45 to 48 in 

100 warp threads and 
100 weft threads /inch

2. 
Salwar 
kameez 
material 

Top=80SX80S 
Bottom=60SX40S 
Dupatta=80SX80S

2 ½ mts. X 45 to 48 in 
2 mts  X 45 to 48 in 
2 ½ mts  X  45 to 48 
in. 

100 warp & 100weft 
80warp & 40 weft 
100 warp & 100 weft 

3. Gents kurta 
material 

80s X 80s Breadth-45 to 48 
inches 

100warp & weft 

 
 
E) Name of the Geographical Indication : 
 

MANGALAGIRI SAREES AND FABRICS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
F) Description of Goods : 
 

Mangalagiri Sarees and fabrics are made of pure cotton fabric. The material is 
durable and produced in the Mangalagiri region near Guntur region of Andhra 
Pradesh. Though Mangalagiri weavers started their weaving with sarees, in 
more recent times, the cotton fabric itself has gained wide acclaim due to its 
colour variants, economical pricing, and environmentally friendly qualities.  
 

The Nizam border is the main characteristic of Mangalagiri sarees, which is now 
an essential part of chudidhar material and dupattas, is finely woven from pure 
zari specially procured from Surat in Gujarat. This border has intricate inverted 
checks with minute dots in between. The fabric is made in resplendent colours 



 

and also in vibrant short colours-combination of two or more colours which give 
a special sheen to the material. These features make Mangalagiri unique and 
outstanding. Durability and softness are the hallmark of Mangalagiri fabrics. 
 
 

G) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in page no.      : 
 

The Centre of Mangalagiri Sarees & Fabrics weaving is Mangalagiri in Andhra 
Pradesh, India. Mangalagiri is situated between Vijayawada and Guntur on 
Chennai-Kolkata national highway No.5. It is located 19 kilometres from 
Guntur, and 12 kilometres from Vijayawada. It is at an altitude of 30 meters 
above the sea level.  
 
The Mangalagiri Sarees & Fabrics producing region lies within 16˚.44’ N 
Latitude and 80˚.56’ E Longitude. 
 
 

H) Proof of Origin ( Historical records ) : 
 

Mangalagiri was always known as a pilgrim centre. There is a famed and 
elegant temple on a hillock in the heart of Mangalagiri town dedicated to Lord 
Panakala Narasimha Swamy. Here, jaggery water has been offered to the lord 
by the devotees for several centuries. It is said in the scriptures that, the lord is 
being worshipped since Satya Yuga (The first of the four yugas). Below at 
ground level there is another temple dedicated to Lakshmi Narasimha Swamy. 
It is said that, Yudhishtira (Dharmaraju, the eldest of the Pandavas) installed the 
main deity in this temple. The temple has a very tall tower with beautiful 
sculpture which has 11 stairs. It was constructed by Raja Vasireddi Venkatadri 
Naidu, during the years 1807-09.  
 
Local legends speak of a millennium old tradition in this region. It is said that 
pilgrims were expected to offer their respects to Lord Panakala Narashimha on 
the hill top, and then buy a saree from a local weaver before leaving the place. 
This clearly emphasized the patronage and impetus given to the weaving 
industry even as part of the tradition. 
 
Besides, as per information available in South Indian Inscriptions Volume IV 
(published by Archaeological Survey of India) in pages 231 to 233, there is a 
clear reference to a Pillar inscription in the Main Bazaar street of Mangalagiri 
Township called the Shasana Sthambam. This pillar inscription is numbered as 
No.711 and 711-A. 
 
According to the inscriptions on this pillar, the Muslim rulers belong to the 
Kutub Shahi dynasty are said to have raised the taxes on Handloom textiles 
during the year 1593. As the weavers were not in a position to meet such huge 
taxes they left this village and migrated to other Handloom centres of the State. 

Administrator
Typewritten Text
30



 

Thus the weaving activity in this area suffered a severe blow. Subsequently the 
rulers of this region pursued a more sympathetic approach towards the weavers 
and thus reduced the Taxes. This pillar was supposed to represent the positive 
attitude, encouragement and sympathy towards the weavers after their period of 
sorrow. This historical information substantiates the claim that Mangalagiri 
indeed had a strong weaving tradition for over 500 years. 
 
The main occupation in the town of Mangalagiri is Hand-loom weaving. Nearly 
50% of the population depends on this cottage industry only. Mangalagiri is 
placed in the world map for Handloom fabric produced in this town. 

 
 
I) Method of Production : 
 

 Raw materials used: 
i. Pure cotton yarn (in hank form) 80S X 80 S thickness 

ii. Zari threads in silver and gold  
iii. Dyes- Synthetic and natural dyes 
iv.  Chemicals for softening water, increasing solubility of dyes, cleaning the 

yarn, etc. 
v. (any explanation for effluent disposal as chemicals are used) 

 
Procurement of raw material: 
The cotton yarn used to be procured from mills in Tamil Nadu, but now it is 
available even from mills in Andhra Pradesh itself. Zari is brought from Surat in 
Gujarat. 
 
Purification of cotton: 
The cotton yarn which is brought from the mills in Hank form is creamish in 
colour and contain several impurities like oils, wax, cotton seeds, etc. This 
makes the yarn unsuitable for dyeing as the dye would not percolate into the 
fibers due to the wax content. So the yarn is boiled in hot water with caustic soda 
and soap for about 3 to 4 hours to ensure that the stickiness on the fibers slowly 
give way.  
Boiling of yarn for purification 
After boiling, the yarn is left to soak in the same liquid overnight. The next 
morning, the yarn is thoroughly rinsed and the excess water is squeezed out. 
Once excess water is wrung out, the yarn is ready for dyeing as the yarn now has 
the capacity to absorb the dyes. 
 
Dyeing: 
This is a very important step in Mangalagiri textile production. For white sarees, 
the yarn is bleached using either (a).bleaching powder or (b). bleaching solution. 
The chemical name of the bleach used is Calcium Hypochlorite. A minimum of 
7 gms of Chlorine is added to a litre of water. The yarn is soaked in this solution 



 

for about 30 to 45 minutes at room temperature and then washed, wrung out and 
suspended on bamboo sticks for drying. 
 
In the case of colours, the yarn is soaked in dyes. 
 
It is noteworthy that the Warp and Weft are dyed separately. Since hank yarn is 
only used for weaving Mangalagiri Sarees and materials, 90% of the time, Vat 
dye is used. There are three kinds of Vat dye, namely-Vat1, Vat2 and Vat 3. Vat 
1 and 2 require temperatures upto 40˚ C for dyeing while Vat 3 dye requires only 
25˚C. 
 
The Vat dye is added to Sodium Hyposulphite and Caustic soda, to effectuate 
colour fast dyeing, rendering solubility and absorption of the dye into the yarn. 
The proportion is as follows: 

 10 portions of Vat + 20 portions of Na2S2O3 + 20 portions of caustic 
soda 

The Vat dye of the appropriate colour and hue is mixed with the above two 
ingredients, and then the yarn is boiled at 40˚ C in the case of Vat 1 and Vat2 
and at 25 ˚ C in the case of Vat 3dye. 
 
Removal of excess dye 
The yarn that is dyed or bleached is then soaked in water in boiling temperature 
with soap solution and soda ash for about 15 minutes to ensure that all molecules 
of excess dye lying on the surface of the yarn come out. Since a mere wash does 
not ensure the removal of excess dye, the soda ash and soap are added. 
 
Drying. 
The yarn thus dyed, is then dried out in the open on stands created for the 
purpose. Certain light sensitive colours are dried in the shade. It is also a practice 
for dyeing specialists to dye yarns of particular colours , in which case, only 
certain colours are mixed on certain days. This way uniformity could be 
maintained in shades. Weighing scales are used to measure the dye powder 
which is used to mix in water. 

  
 Pre-loom process: 
Winding of hank yarn into warp and weft 
The hank is then transferred through a “charka” and shift bamboo into a bobbin 
and is now called the warp.  The weft is made by winding the hank yarn into a 
Pirn. The pirn is then inturn inserted into a shuttle. 

 
Next, the warp from the bobbin is rolled out into a warp machine which is a big 
circular contraption, with bamboo sticks. By a rotating process, the yarn is rolled 
out of several bobbins into the warp machine. Now the hank yarn is in the form 
of a warp. 
 



 

Street sizing- 
Next the warp is mounted on bamboo sticks and is extended to its full length. 
Then it is sprayed with rice conjee to reinforce the fibres and make it amenable 
for weaving. This is done for about 45 minutes, and depending upon the time of 
the day and weather conditions, the fibres are left to dry. 
 
Weaving process 
After street sizing, the warp is ready for weaving. It is mounted on a beam, and 
the weft which is in the Pirn is placed inside a shuttle and placed perpendicular 
to the warp beam. For every pull of the lever, the weft moves across the warp 
once thus adding to a weave.  
 
This was the traditional method of weaving the warp and weft. However 
nowadays, the jacquard is used and cards with punched holes are inserted and 
placed appropriately to effect the required designs on the cloth. 
 
One warp can make about 4 sarees. 
1warp = 12 hanks 
1 weft = 10 hanks 
 
Zari is wound in small bobbins and is used only for the border. Since 
Mangalagiri sarees do not have any woven designs on the body, the Zari is used 
only for the border.  
 
It is very significant to note that Mangalagiri cotton textiles are woven only on 
Pitlooms. 
 
A pit is dug on the ground, and the weaver sits with his feet planted in a pit 
below the ground level. The loom is placed on the ground so that much force 
could be applied with balance while the weaving process takes place. Many 
other kinds of weaving involve pedal loom, or stand loom wherein, the loom is 
mounted above. In this case the weaver is able to force himself a little more to be 
able to weave the characteristic Nizam border into the weave. Admittedly, this 
border which is created without a gap in the edge of the textile requires much 
skill and manual capacity. These elements characterize Mangalagiri textile 
weaving, as being unique and different from other  
kinds of weaves. 
 
Designs 
The Mangalagiri textile is characterised by lack of woven designs on the body, 
and Zari borders. The Nizam border is the most characteristic kind of border 
which is the hallmark of Mangalagiri cotton textiles though more recently other 
kinds of borders like the swan, or Rambam(or knife designs) or Khaddi borders 
are also very popular. These designs are woven by the pure skill of the weaver 
on the border which is why the pitloom is of great help to them to apply force. 
 



 

The Mangalagiri Saree however acquired its fame from its Nizam border which 
has tiny inverted checks with dots in between. This is a typical characteristic of 
traditional Mangalagiri saree and makes the saree stand out from other sarees.  
 
It is noteworthy that the Zari is superimposed on the border which is woven by 
weaving warp and weft. Hence the zari layer forms a tier over the regular weave 
unlike some other sarees wherein the zari itself is woven as border.  
 
The Nizam border or other borders are made by plotting dots on graph paper, 
and when woven, the requisite threads are counted before the zari checks are 
woven, so as to give the border and pallu the precise look of the tiny checks. 

 
The woven yarn cloth is then cut according to the requirement of the goods 
which is to be made . Then the cloth is folded and sent for inspection to the 
master weavers. 

 
Checked design 
Mangalagiri sarees are also known traditionally for fine checks on the body 
which is made by arranging the required colours on the beam and woven by 
counting the number of threads before adding the other colour to create the 
check design on the material. The checked Mangalagiri material are in two tones. 
Eg. Yellow with red checks and red border, white with black checks and black 
border. 

 
Marketing 
Till 1985, Mangalagiri weaving seemed to be slowly dwindling due to 
competition from power looms. From 1985, there was a sudden impetus to the 
textile of this region when the same kind of textile was used to make dress 
material especially for churidhar/salwar kurtas. The local weavers believe that 
they received a new lease of life due to the sudden surge in the market for 
Mangalagiri cotton dress material. This has now taken over 75% of their total 
sales, and the Mangalagiri weaving community is dependant on the dress 
material sale even more than the saree production. The town of approximately a 
lakh inhabitants has 40% of them depending on weaving. Thus the Mangalagiri 
cotton textile industry has become a very important livelihood in this region 
thanks to the great demand for cottons world over. Though Mangalagiri weavers 
do not directly export their textiles, they sell their materials to whole sale agents 
who in turn use them for mass scale garment industry, which are circulated 
world over. 

 
K) Uniqueness: 

 
Mangalagiri Sarees & Fabrics textiles have their origin in Mangalagiri sarees for 
over 500 years. Though it is not known if the same kind of sarees as are 
produced today, were indeed produced over 500 years ago, it is clear that 
weavers had a thriving community atleast 600 years ago, going by the history of 



 

the weavers and their struggle against the Kutub Shahi dynasty rulers. However, 
the sarees are very popular for their characteristic Nizam border, which are about 
2 inches in thickness, with geometric designs.  
 
Mangalagiri material is exclusively made of 80S X 80S thickness of cotton. It is 
known to be durable, elegant and not very expensive. A saree costs anywhere 
between Rs.500 and Rs.800. Materials would cost anywhere between Rs.45 per 
metre and Rs.55 per metre. Hence it is very affordable to different classes of 
society. Besides they are also all purpose materials which look dressy and 
elegant.  
 
These materials are made only on pit looms. The material does not have buttis or 
other woven designs on them. Nowadays, the weavers produce exquisite short 
colours using different colours in weft and warp producing a splendid effect in 
hues and shades. 
 
The unique elements of Mangalagiri cotton sarees and fabrics may be 
summarized as below: 
1. Made only in Mangalagiri region (near Guntur) 
2. Most materials including saree, kurta, dupatta, are made out of 80S warp 

and 80S weft 
3. Only bottom in salwar suit is made out of 60S X 40s. 
4. All Mangalagiri cotton fabrics, except the bottom, have about 100 warp 

threads and 100 weft threads per sq. inch. 
5. In case of bottom of Salwar materials, there are about 80 warp threads 

and 40 weft threads per sq. inch. 
6. Fabric is very well known for its softness inspite of the yarn not being so 

fine. This is attributable to the tightness of weave, due to the use of 
pitloom which allows tight weaving by weavers planting their feet firmly 
on the ground. 

7. All original Mangalagiri sarees and Fabrics are handloom. 
8. Sheen in the material is attributed to the tightness of weave, which also 

adds to the durability of the material. 
 
Human creativity: 
Mangalagiri cotton sarees and fabric have the unique distinction of being made 
only from pitlooms. This means a lot of physical inconvenience and hardship for 
the weavers as they have to sit at ground level and place their feet in pits dug 
below the earth level. This posture allows the weavers to apply more force into 
the weave as a result of which the material is taut, durable and the fibres are 
closely enmeshed. Besides, there is no gap at the edge of the weave which makes 
the fabric durable even in the edges. While many fabrics have a tendency to fray 
at the edges, Mangalagiri cottons are far more long lasting.  
 
 The sheen in the material is due to the tight weaving of the warp and weft. 



 

 The choice of colours, and mixing with Sodium Hyposulphite in the right 
quantities are meticulously done to ensure standard finished product. 

 The washing off the excess dye and the right temperature used for the dyeing 
is also important from the human labour perspective. 

 Graph paper design is notable which involves careful plotting of designs for 
the border and pallu. Hence Mangalagiri sarees and textiles involve human 
labour in two ways-namely-for creating durable textile which is hardy and 
requires strength in weaving. At the same time meticulous design in border 
and pallu make human labour and creativity a necessity 

 
L) Inspection Body: 

 
The inspection and quality control are undertaken by the master artisans at the 
first instance who employ high standards of quality control. The master weavers 
are confident of identifying flaws by touch. A Read and Pick mechanism is 
followed to ensure the quality of the textile woven. 
 
Subsequent to inspection by master artisans, the product is inspected by the 
APCO Regional Manager to add another layer of Quality control and Inspection. 
Apart from the above prevailing two-tier inspection system, The Weaver Service 
Centre and Additional Director Handlooms act in an as advisory capacity to the 
Master Weavers. 
 
Weavers and Societies are confident and conscious of the kind of yarn used as 
the all raw materials are sourced from the same place. 
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Advertised under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & 
Protection) Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 45 dated 11th September 

2012 
 

G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER - 238 
Application Date: 03-06-2011 

 
Application is made by Madurai Malli Farmers Association, Kurinji Vattara 
Kalanjiam, Door No.166, AEO Office Bank side, Palamedu Main Road, Alanganallur, 
Maduria – 652 501, Tamil Nadu, India, facilitated by Agricultural College & Research 
Institute, Madurai and DHAN Foundation, Madurai, for Registration in Part-A of the 
Register of MADURAI MALLI  under Application No: 238 in respect of Horticultural 
(Jasmine); falling in Class – 31 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-section (1) of 
Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, 
1999. 

 
A) Name of the Applicant : Madurai Malli Farmers Association  

facilitated by Agricultural College & 
Research Institute, Madurai and DHAN 
Foundation, Madurai 

 
 
B) Address   : Madurai Malli Farmers Association,  

Kurinji Vattara Kalanjiam, Door No.166, 
AEO Office Bank side, Palamedu Main 
Road, Alanganallur, Maduria – 652 501, 
Tamil Nadu, India. 

 
 
C) Type of Goods  : Class– 31 – Horticultural (Jasmine)  
 
 
D) Specification   : 
 

Madurai Malli is the most popular traditional jasmine flower-Malligai (varieties 
and cultivars of Jasminum sambac) cultivated in the comprehensive 
geographical area of Madurai, Virudhunagar, Theni, Dindigul and Sivagangai 
districts of Tamil Nadu state. Shape of ‘Madurai Malli’ buds will be ranged from 
round to oblong in shape with short to medium long corolla tube having three to 
four whorls of petals. ‘Madurai Malli’ includes the local varieties which are 
called in the local names viz., Gundu Malli, Namma Ooru Malli, Ambu Malli, 
Ramabanam, Madhanabanam, Iruvatchi, Iruvatchippoo, Kasthuri Malli, Oosi 
Malli and Single Mogra. 
 



 

Madurai Malli growers, flower knitters and the women who wearing Madurai 
Malli claim that the Madurai Malli has specialised characters like deep 
fragrance, thick petals, lengthiest petiole, delayed opening of buds, delayed petal 
discolouration and keeping quality (long shelf life).  The special characters of 
Madurai Malli enable vendors to preserve the flower under freezing condition 
for more than two days which is impossible with the Jasmine flowers (Malligai) 
of same variety (J. sambac) cultivated in other parts of the state. Madurai Malli 
flowers can be knitted easily by anybody with little practice because of their 
sturdiness and long floral stalk. 

Madurai Malli differs from other jasmine flowers (Malligai) in the pattern of 
transformation of petal colours from the harvest to utilization.  The colour of 
Madurai Malli is somewhat greenish white when it is collected from the plant.  
After few hours probably at noon, the colour will turn into milky white and turn 
into shiny creamy white during the evening. So the whiteness of the flower will 
not turn into brown even after 24 hours if it is not touched or handled by 
humans. It is believed that the above said special characters may be due to its 
special physical and physiological features acquired from special geographical 
features of in the districts viz., Madurai, Virudhunagar, Theni, Dindigul and 
Sivagangai. 

The major floral characters of Madurai Malli are given below: 

Sl. No. Characteristics Range 

1 Number of petals 6 to 9 

2 Flower stalk length (cm) 0.8 to 2.0 

3 Corolla length (cm) 0.7 to 2.0 

4 Flower length (cm) 1.7 to 3.0 

5 Diameter of Corolla (cm) 1.2 to 3.5 

6 Petal width (cm) 2.1 to 3.2 

7 100 flower weight (g) 15.3 to 22.3 

 
 
E) Name of the Geographical Indication : 
 

MADURAI MALLI 
 
 
 
 



 

F) Description of Goods : 
 

The botanical name of Madurai Malli is Jasminum sambac.  It is commonly 
known as Arabic jasmine. In Tamil its common name is ‘Gundu Malli’. Madurai 
Malli is a traditional jasmine flower (Malligai) comprises the local varieties and 
cultivars of Jasminum sambac in Madurai, Virudhunagar, Theni, Dindigul and 
Sivagangai districts. Madurai Malli yields approximately from 1237 g to 1786 g 
annually per bush. A Madurai Malli bush can be maintained economically up to 
15 years from the planting. But there are farmers in exceptional cases, are 
maintaining the bushes beyond 20 years yielding profitably. 
 
The term Madurai Malli is denoting all the varieties/cultivars of jasmine flowers 
(Malligai) growing in the specified geographical area of Madurai, Virudhunagar, 
Theni, Dindigul and Sivagangai districts. Hence, various names of Madurai 
Malli are Gundu Malli, Namma Ooru Malli, Ambu Malli, Ramabanam, 
Madhanabanam, Iruvatchi, Iruvatchippoo, Kasthuri Malli, Oosi Malli and Single 
Mogra. The term ‘Variety’ or ‘Cultivar’ is defined as a taxonomic classification 
below the species having same genotype but different phenotype.  Different 
floral structures of the local varieties of Madurai Malli are listed below. 
 

Gundu Malli/Namma Ooru Malli 
Gundu Malli flowers are round with good 
fragrance 

Ambu Malli/ Ramabhanam/ 
Madhanabanam 

Ramabanam type flowers are oblong or long bold 
buds with short corolla tubes and good fragrance. 

Single Mogra Flowers are with three or four whorls. 

Iruvatchi / Iruvatchippoo  
Flowers with shorter corolla tube with 3 to 4 
whorls 

Kasthuri Malli Flowers with medium long tube. 
Oosi Malli Long slender buds 

 

The general botanical description of Madurai Malli is as follows. 
Habit: Jasminum sambac is an evergreen vine or shrub reaching up to 0.5 to 3 m 

(1.6 to 9.8 ft) tall. 
Root: Tap root system. 
Stem: Stems are often green and angled. 
Leaves: The leaves are ovate, 4 to 12.5 cm (1.6 to 4.9 in) long and 2 to 7.5 cm 
(0.79 to 3.0 in) wide. The phyllotaxy is opposite or in whorls of three, simple 
(not pinnate, like most other jasmines). They are glabrous except for a few hairs 
at the venation on the base of the leaf.  

Inflorescence: Simple Dichasial Cyme -The peduncle produces a flower at its 

tip, subsequently the peduncle produces two branches simultaneously at a lower 

level. They also end in flowers. This type of branching is repeated. If the 



 

inflorescence has only three flowers, where the central flower is the oldest and 

the side ones are younger. 

 
Bio-metrical observations on Madurai Malli Plants are presented below: 
 

Sl. No. Characteristics 4th Month 12th Month 

1 Plant Height (cm) 60.19* 83.39* 

2 Primary Shoot Length (cm) 56.99* 71.39* 

3 Secondary Shoot Length 40.21* 55.71* 

4 Tertiary Shoot Length (cm) 21.06* 29.85* 

5 Inter Node Length (cm) 05.32* 08.03* 

6 Leaves (number) 1708.8* 1773.0* 

7 Leaf area/bush (sq. m) 03.25* 05.06* 

8 Leaf Area Index (LAI) 02.25* 03.51* 

* Approximate values 

 
 
G) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in page no.      : 
 

Madurai Malli is cultivated in the comprehensive geographical area of Madurai, 
Virudhunagar, Theni, Dindigul and Sivagangai districts of Tamil Nadu. 
 
The Madurai Malli producing region lies within 09˚.13’ N  to 10˚.47’ N Latitude 
and 77˚.12’ E to 78˚.49’ E Longitude. 
 

H) Proof of Origin ( Historical records ) : 
 

Madurai Malli cultivation as well as utilising it for adorning Deities, wearing 
by ladies and for other social ceremonies always associated with the people of 
Madurai from time immemorial. The genus Jasminum is reported to comprise 
of 200 species. A critical analysis of this species revealed the number of true 
species to be only 89, of which 40 inhabit in the Indian sub continent. The three 
references of three cultivated species viz., Jasminum auriculatum, Jasminum 
grandiflorum and Jasminum sambac in ancient Tamil literature belonging to 
the period of Sangam era from 200 BC to 300 AD suggest that South India may 
possibly be the home of at least some of Jasminum species. Some of the 
literatures mentioned about Madurai Malli (Malligai-Jasminum sambac) are 
listed below. 
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 ‘Paripaadal’ is an anthology of poems of Sangam age (fifth Century BC) 

describing Madurai and its people.  Two lines viz., line number 105 of 
Chapter 11 and line number 77 in Chapter 12 are describing the existence 
of Madurai Malli (Malligai) and decoration of young girls using them.  

 
 ‘Madurai Kanchi’ is another anthology of poems written by sangam age 

poet ‘Maangudi Marudhanaar’ praising the famous Pandiya King 
‘Thalayaalanganthucheruvendra Pandiyan Nedunchezhiyan’. At the end 
of the anthology there are two individual poems praising Tamil language. 
The second poem compares Tamil language in the anthology with 
Madurai Malli (Malligai) as ‘The honeyed Jasmine garlands are eternal 
treat to our eyes just as the Tamil of Madurai Kanchi soothes the eager 
listeners’ ears’. 

 
 Silappathikaaram is the first epic of Tamil written during post sangam 

age during the period of first century AD. In Silappathikaaram, the hero 
Kovalan was shifting his family from his native place (Poompuhaar) to 
Madurai town. He was guided by some folk singers called ‘Paanars’. 
During the journey Kovalan enquired the Paanars about the distance to 
be travelled to Madurai town. The folk singers described Madurai and its 
all features. The Paanars replied, “While approaching Madurai town, we 
can feel a cool breeze carrying the mixed fragrances of jasmine, sandal, 
and other natural perfumes viz., Akhil, saffron, Punuku, etc. Now we are 
feeling fragrant breeze, which is indicative that we are nearing Madurai”.  

 
 Soodaamani Nigandu is a medical literature of post Sangam era, 

explaining the medicinal values of flowers and parts of trees. This 
literature is mentioning about Madurai Malli (Malligai) and its other 
names such as ‘Malathi’, 'Adhangam' and 'Poorundi'.  Soodaamani 
Nigandu says that the wild 'Malligai' grown as bush is referred as 
'Mauval' and those found in creepers are called as ''Visaligai". 

 
 Kurinchippattu is a famous anthology of poems of Sangam age, coming 

under the classification of ‘Subjective (Akam)’ literature.  The term 
‘Subjective’ refer to the personal or human aspect of emotions that 
cannot be verbalized adequately or explained fully. It can only be 
experienced by the individuals and includes love and sexual relationship. 
In Kurinchippattu, the Lines from 61-96 have described a total of 99 
flowers with their structure, texture, lusture, time of anthesis and other 
relevant flower related information.  In this poem Madurai Malli 
(Malligai) is denoted by its alternative names ‘Pithikam and Mowal’. 

 
 Panchapaandavar Vaikunthakkummi is a kind of folk literature of 9th 

century A.D. It tells the epic ‘The Mahabarath’ in small stories in the 
form of poems. 227th poem of this epic work describes a hill on the bank 



 

of ’River Valli’ on the way of Pandavaas’ journey during their Vanavaas. 
From the poem we can infer that around the hill there were orchards of 
mangoes and coconut, gardens of Jasmine and Mathazhai and plantation 
of banana and Thaazhai.  

 
 From the Sangam age to till date Jasmine and Madurai are inseparable.  It 

is clearly illustrated by the mentioning of Jasmine and Madurai in the 
poems written by recent poets. Mr Vairamuthu, the famous Tamil poet 
has mentioned Madurai Malli (Malligai) in his poem titled ‘Madurai’.  

 

 A vocal folk song of Madurai district (not in written form) describes the 
selling of Madurai Malli (Malligai) in Madurai and its fragrance. 

 
 
I) Method of Production : 
 

 Soil and climate 
Jasmine can be cultivated in wide range of soils, i.e. from sandy loam to 
clay soils. However, it comes up well in well drained rich sandy loam 
soils. The ideal conditions for successful cultivation are warm summer 
with ample water supply and sunny days. 

 
 Land Preparation and planting 

One or two initial ploughings are required to remove the weeds present in 
the land, which is followed by digging of pits at a size of 30 cm x 30cm x 
30 cm with a spacing of 1.5 m either way to accommodate 4444 plants 
per ha (1778 plants per acre).  Each pit should be applied 20 kg of Farm 
Yard Manure (FYM) before filling the pits with the soil mixture.  Layers 
or rooted cuttings are the planting materials planted during June to 
November.  

 
 Irrigation 

First irrigation should be given immediately after planting and 
subsequent irrigation at an interval of 7-10 days depending upon the 
weather conditions and soil type. 

 
 Manuring 

Annual manure requirement of a Madurai Malli plant is recommended as 
application of 10 kg of FYM and 60 g of Nitrogen and 120 g each of 
Phosphorus and Potassium.   In general, Madurai Malli has 60 days 
flowering cycle and each cycle starts with manuring and irrigation.  
Therefore each Madurai Malli plant requires manuring for 6 times in a 
year.   Hence, the blanket recommendation would be split into 6 equal 
doses (1.6 kg of FYM, 10 g of Nitrogen, 20 g of Phosphorus and 20 g of 
Potassium per plant per dose) and applied accordingly.   Manures are 



 

applied in a furrow made in the soil around the plant leaving 15 cm from 
the base of the plant where there is no furrow and channel system.  In 
furrow and channel system the manures are applied at the base of the 
plant near to root zone with soil covering.  Chemical fertilisers are to be 
applied during the early morning where the FYM may be applied in the 
previous day evening itself.  Both the FYM and fertilisers are not to be 
mixed with each other.  After the completion of manuring process the 
field should be flooded. 

 
 Inter cultural operations 

Weeding and strengthening of irrigation channels and bunds are the 
intercultural operations followed for jasmine cultivation.  The first 
weeding should be done 20-25 days after planting and subsequent 
weeding are done before each manuring (i.e. once in 60 days).   

 Pruning 
Training is basically done to give the desired shape to the plant whereas; 
pruning is done to get the desired crop. Pruning helps the farmer to keep 
the plant pest free and also helps in easy flower picking.  Normally, 
irrigation is with held prior to pruning and plants are pruned by removing 
all past season shoots including dead and diseased branches. It is 
advisable to prune the plants to 50 cm height from the ground level 
during the last week of November to get increased yield and quality 
flowers. 

 
 Plant protection (Pests and Diseases management) 

I . Blossom pests 
a. Bud worm (Hendecasis duplifascialis) 
Symptoms of damage 
 Caterpillar makes hole on the flower bud and feeds on the inner 
content. 
 Larva attacks 2-3 buds. 
 Petals are eaten by the larvae 
Identification of the pest 
 Larva is greenish with pale body hairs and black head. 
 Adult – small white moth with black wavy lines on hind wings 

and abdomen. 
Management 
 Collect and destroy the damaged buds with larvae. 
 Use light trap to attract and kill the adult moths. 
 Spray Neem Seed Kernel Extract (NSKE) 5% or Malathion 50 
EC 2ml/lit. 
 Proper pruning and hygienic maintenance of bushes will reduce 
the pest  infestation. 
 
b.  Gallery worm (Elasmopalpus jasminophagus) 
Symptoms of damage 



 

 Caterpillar makes tunnels of silk and excreta outside the buds and 
seen on them. 

Identification of the pest 
 Caterpillar is green with a red colour head and lateral brown 

streaks on the body. 
 Adult – small and dark grey. 
Management 
 Collect and destroy the damaged buds with silken tunnels. 
 Use light trap to attract and kill the adult moths. 
 Spray NSKE 5% or Malathion 50 EC 2ml/lit. 
 Proper pruning and hygienic maintenance of bushes will reduce 

the pest infestation. 
 
II. Foliage pests 
c. Leaf web worm (Nausinoe geometralis) 
Symptoms of damage 
 Caterpillar webs the leaves and branches. 
 They skeletonize leaves by scraping away the parenchymatous 
tissues. 
Identification of the pest 
 Caterpillar is green with dark warts giving rise to thin hairs. 
 Adult – medium sized moth with light brownish wings and wings 

having white spots. 
Management 
 Collect and destroy the damaged leaves along with larvae. 
 Use light trap to attract and kill the adult moths. 
 Spray NSKE 5% or Malathion 50 EC 2ml/lit. 
 Proper pruning and hygienic maintenance of bushes will reduce 

the pest infestation. 
 
d. Leaf roller (Glyphodes unionalis) 
Symptoms of damage 
 Caterpillar rolls the leaves and feed on them. 
Identification of the pest 
 Caterpillar is green in colour. 
 Adult – white moth with brown lines along the costal margin of 
forewing. 
Management 
 Collect and destroy the damaged leaves along with larvae. 
 Use light trap to attract and kill the adult moths. 
 Spray NSKE 5% or Malathion 50 EC 2ml/lit. 
 Proper pruning and hygienic maintenance of bushes will reduce 

the pest infestation. 
 
 



 

e. Jasmine eriophyid mite (Aceria jasmine) 
Symptoms of damage 
 Mite-felt-like hairy outgrowth (erineum) on the surface of the 

leaves, tender stem and flower buds. 
 Growth of plant becomes stunted and flower production is also 
affected. 
Identification of the pest 
 Female is cylindrical vermiform with two pairs of leg. 
 Measures about 150-160 µ long and 44 µ thick. 
Management 
 Remove and destroy the affected parts. 
 Spray Dicofol 18.5 EC 3 ml/lit or wettable sulphur 50 WP 5g/lit. 

 
f. Red spider mite (Tetranychus cinnabarinus) 
Symptoms of damage 
 Feed on the under-surface of leaves and covered with silken 
webs. 
 Result of feeding, yellow spots appear on the upper surface and 

turn reddish. 
 Affected leaves finally wither away. 
 Growth and flower production are adversely affected. 
Identification of the pest 
 Nymphs and adults are red in colour. 
 Eggs are laid on the ventral surface of the leaves, whitish and 

spherical shape. 
Management 
 Remove and destroy the affected parts. 
 Spray Dicofol 18.5 EC 1.5 ml/lit or wettable sulphur 50 WP 
2g/lit. 

 
III. Sucking pests 
g. Tingid bug (Corythauma ayyari) 
Symptoms of damage 
 Nymphs and adults suck the sap from the leaves. 
 Infested leaves turn yellow which ultimately dry and drop. 
Identification of the pest 
 Adults are having whitish lacewing. 
Management 
 Collect and destroy the infested leaves along with life stages of 
insects. 
 Spray NSKE 5% or Dimethoate 30 EC 2 ml/lit or Methyl 

Demeton 25 EC 2 ml/lit. 
 
 
 



 

h. Whitefly (Dialeurodes kirkaldyi) 
Symptoms of damage 
 Nymphs and adults suck the sap from the under surface of the 
leaves. 
 Infested leaves turn yellow. 
Management 
 Collect and destroy the infested leaves along with life stages of 
insects. 
 Spray NSKE 5% or Dimethoate 30 EC 2 ml/lit or Methyl 

Demeton 25 EC 2 ml/lit. 
 

i. Flower thrips (Thrips orientalis) 
Symptoms of damage 
 Nymphs and adults attack the flowers. 
 Brown streaks are seen on flower petals. 
Identification of the pest 
 Nymphs are yellow in colour. 
 Adults are black in colour. 
Management 
 Spray NSKE 5% or Dimethoate 30 EC 2 ml/lit or Methyl 

Demeton 25 EC 2 ml/lit. 
 
IV. Diseases 
j. Yellowing of leaves 

It is caused by 3 factors viz., iron deficiency, nematode infection 
and Collar rot and Root rot disease. 

 
a) Iron deficiency 
Symptom 
 Turning of leaves into yellow or brown in the margins between 

the veins which may remain green, while young leaves may 
appear to be bleached. 

Management 
 It can be rectified by spraying Ferrous sulphate 5 g/lit at monthly 

intervals until the chlorotic symptoms (bleached or yellowing 
symptoms) disappear. 

 
b) Nematode 
Symptom 
 Leaves are with the patches of light yellow, light green and dark 

green like a mosaic (Virus infection). 
Diagnosis 
 Soil is to be tested for the nematode infection at the instance of 

either yellowing or mosaic symptom is observed. 
Management 



 

 If the infection is found, then we can apply 10 g of Temik or 
Phorate granules per  plant near root zone and then irrigate the 
field. 

 
c) Collar rot and Root rot (Sclerotium rolfsii) 
Symptoms 
 Plants at all stages are infected. First the older leaves become 

yellow followed by  younger leaves and finally death of the 
plant. 

 In the root black discoloration can be seen. 
 On the infected tissues and stem surface white strands of mycelia 

and mustard like sclerotia are seen. 
Management: 
 Soil drenching with Copper Oxy-chloride 0.25% (2.5 g/lit) 
 Heavy application of FYM with Trichoderma viride 

 
 Season of flowering and harvesting 
 

Flowering commences after 4 months of planting.  Fully developed 
unopened flower buds should be picked in the early morning (i.e.) before 
sun rise.  Results of month wise observation on flower yield in grams per 
plant is presented below which illustrates the seasonal influence on 
flower production in Madurai Malli. Higher production of flower is 
observed during the months from March (Maasi) to May (Vaikaasi) when 
sun will be bright for more than twelve hours in a day. 

 
Seasonal Influence in Flower Production (approx.) in Madurai Malli 

 
Sl. No. English Month (respective Tamil Month) Yield/g/plant 

1 January (Maarkazhi – Thai) 26.53 
2 February (Thai – Maasi) 78.81 
3 March (Maasi – Panguni) 195.37 
4 April (Panguni – Chiththirai) 162.30 
5 May (Chiththirai – Vaikaasi) 308.40 
6 June (Vaikasi – Aani) 132.21 
7 July (Aani – Aadi) 56.66 
8 August (Aadi – Aavani) 125.91 
9 September (Aavani – Purattaasi) 100.02 
10 October (Purattaasi – Aippasi) 78.72 
11 November (Aippasi – Kaarthikai) 29.33 
12 December (Kaarthikai – Maarkazhi) 08.93 

 
 
 Yield 

Economic yield from a plant can be realised after six months of planting. 
Yield depends upon the cultural practices followed by the cultivator. 
During the first year, 750 kg of flowers per acre could be obtained, and it 



 

increases to 2000 kg per acre in the second year, 2500 kg per acre in the 
third year and 3500 kg per acre from fourth year onwards. The economic 
life of the plant may be taken as 15 years.  But there are Madurai Malli 
farmers in Virudhunagar district maintaining the bushes more than 20 
years and realising yield about 3500 kg of flower buds per acre per year. 

 
K) Uniqueness: 

 
Uniqueness of Madurai Malli lies in the following aspects: 
 
Even though jasmine has been cultivated in Southern Asia, jasmine cultivated in 
the specified geographical area has some specialties. That’s why it is called 
‘Madurai Malli’.  
 
 Madurai Malli has strong fragrance than the other jasmines. 

The fragrance of the jasmine grown in this geographical area is 
somewhat superior to that of others because of the heavy accumulation of 
the smell causing alkaloids ‘Jamone’ and ‘Alpha Terpineol’. The laterite 
and red soils of this geographical area are rich in Sulphur which is the 
precursor of these alkaloids.  More over presence of higher amounts of 
Potassium and the supplementary foliar spraying of Borax (Boric acid 
contains elements Boron) help the plant to deposit the produced alkaloids 
in flowers. This is the main reason for the high fragrance of Madurai 
Malli. 

 Stiff and long petals help in easy garlanding  
The second specialty is the thickness of the petals. This thick nature of 
the flower gives it to some stiffness which helps more in garlanding the 
flower as we wish. 

 Madurai Malli has thick petals helps in postponing anthesis.  
Normally all jasmine flowers (Malligai) grown in other parts open before 
or around 5 pm. But Madurai Malli opens only after 6 pm. Sometimes 
even after 7 pm. This is due to the thick petals of Madurai Malli. 

 Madurai Malli has long keeping quality. 
We can preserve Madurai Malli for two days under cool condition 
without discolouration which is impossible with the other jasmines. 

 
L) Inspection Body: 

 
Horticulture and Plant Breeding and Genetics departments of Agricultural 
College and Research Institute, Madurai (Affiliated to TNAU, Coimbatore), 
DHAN Foundation and Madurai Malli Farmers Association has agreed to be the 
inspection body to regulate quality standard parameters of the application. 

 
 
 
 



 

Constitution of Members of Madurai Malli is as follows: 
 

Sl. No. Designation Address 
1 Chairman Professor and Head, Department of Horticulture 

Agricultural College & Research Institute, 
Madurai 

2 Vice-Chairman Professor and Head, Department of Plant 
Breeding and Genetics, Agricultural College & 
Research Institute, Madurai 

3 Technical Cell – Member - 
1 

Team Leader, Madurai Region (VTADP) 
DHAN Foundation, 18, Pillaiyar Koil Street,  
S.S. Colony, Madurai - 625016  

4 Technical Cell – Member - 
2 

Project Executive, DHAN Foundation, 
18, Pillaiyar Koil Street,  
S.S. Colony, Madurai - 625016 

5 Practitioner - 1 President, Madurai Malli Farmers Association, 
 Kurinji Vattara Kalanjiam, Door No.166, AEO 
Office Bank side, Palamedu Main Road, 
Alanganallur, Maduria – 652 501, Tamil Nadu, 
India 

6 Practitioner - 2 Secretary, Madurai Malli Farmers Association, 
 Kurinji Vattara Kalanjiam, Door No.166, AEO 
Office Bank side, Palamedu Main Road, 
Alanganallur, Maduria – 652 501, Tamil Nadu, 
India 

7 Practitioner - 3  Member, Madurai Malli Farmers Association, 
 Kurinji Vattara Kalanjiam, Door No.166, AEO 
Office Bank side, Palamedu Main Road, 
Alanganallur, Maduria – 652 501, Tamil Nadu, 
India 

8 Practitioner - 4 Member, Madurai Malli Farmers Association, 
 Kurinji Vattara Kalanjiam, Door No.166, AEO 
Office Bank side, Palamedu Main Road, 
Alanganallur, Maduria – 652 501, Tamil Nadu, 
India 

9 Practitioner - 5 Member, Madurai Malli Farmers Association, 
 Kurinji Vattara Kalanjiam, Door No.166, AEO 
Office Bank side, Palamedu Main Road, 
Alanganallur, Maduria – 652 501, Tamil Nadu, 
India 

 
M) Other: 
 

Knitting designs of Madurai Malli: 
 
‘Madurai Malli’ is a typical name also giving stress to the different types and 
fashions of garlanding Jasmine.  Even though jasmine is cultivated and 
garlanded in various districts of Tamil Nadu, ‘Madurai Malli’ becomes the 
famous and branded one. This famous is related with the uniqueness of 
garlanding style.  We cannot see this unique style of flower garlanding in any 



 

other districts of Tamil Nadu or any other state in India also. Hence, it is very 
suitable to call Malli as Madurai Malli with its brand name.  This speciality 
denotes that the flower garlanding technique adopted in Madurai only. We can 
observe six types of flower garlanding types. They are 
 
1. Uruttu Kattu – In this type Malligai flowers are garlanded like a spring.  
This is  very unique and famous in Madurai.  
2. Pattai Kattu – In this type the flowers are garlanded like a strip of metal.  
3. Normal tying – This is very common in Madurai.  Many slum ladies are 
 garlanding this type only. 
4. Kadhambam – Mixing of other flowers with Jasmine is known as 
Kadhambam.   
5. Malai – This is normal type of garlanding wearing around the neck 
6. Thirumbippaar – In this type Malligai flowers are garlanded with other 

bright coloured artificial flowers. 
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Advertised under Rule 41(1) of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration & 
Protection) Rules, 2002 in the Geographical Indications Journal 45 dated 11th September 

2012 
 

G.I. APPLICATION NUMBER - 243 
Application Date: 26-09-2011 

 
Application is made by CONSEJO REGULADOR DEL TEQUILA, A.C, Avenida 
Patria 723, Jardines de Guadalupe, 45030, Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico for Registration in 
Part-A of the Register of TEQUILA under Application No: 243 in respect of Alcoholic 
Beverages (Spirits) falling in Class – 33 is hereby advertised as accepted under Sub-
section (1) of Section 13 of Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and 
Protection) Act, 1999. 

 
A) Name of the Applicant : CONSEJO REGULADOR DEL TEQUILA, A.C  
 
 
B) Address   : CONSEJO REGULADOR DEL TEQUILA, A.C,  

Avenida Patria 723, Jardines de Guadalupe, 45030, 
Zapopan, Jalisco, Mexico  

Address for service in India: 
M/s. Anand & Anand, 
Advocates, Flat No. GA, AR Villa, 
New No. 31, III Main Road,  
Gandhi Nagar, Adyar, Chennai – 600020, Tamil 
Nadu, India 

 
C) Type of Goods  : Class– 33 – Alcoholic Beverages (Spirits)  
 
 
D) Specification   : 

 
1. “Tequila” is a regional alcoholic beverage of Mexico which is prepared 

by the fermentation and distillation of the juices and pulp extracted from 
the hearts  of the Agave tequilana weber blue variety plant.. 

2. Agave is the plant from the Agavaceas family, with long, fibrous, 
lanceolate leaves of a bluish color, the heart or head of which, is the  
usable part in the manufacture of Tequila. The only species allowed for 
the purposes of the NOM 006-SCFI-2005 (Norma Official Mexicana- 
Official Mexican Standard) is the tequilana weber blue variety,which is 
grown and harvested only within the territory specified in the 
Declaration.  

3. The extracted material , derived from the heart of tequilana weber blue 
variety Agave, previously or subsequently hydrolyzed or cooked, and 



 

subjected to alcoholic fermentation with cultivated or uncultivated 
yeasts,. 

4. The “mostos” or “musts” may be enhanced and blended together before 
fermentation with other sugars up to a proportion no greater than 49% of 
total reducing sugars expressed in units of mass., with the understanding 
that cold mixing is not permitted.  

5. There are five classes of Tequila namely, Blanco or Plata (Silver or 
White Tequila), Joven or Oro (Young or Gold Tequila), Reposado (Aged 
Tequila), Añejo (Extra-aged Tequila) and Extra Añejo (Ultra-aged 
Tequila.  

 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF TEQUILA: 

 
 
When Silver Tequila (Blanco),Gold Tequila (Joven or Oro),Aged Tequila 
(Reposado), Extra-Aged Tequila (Añejo) or Ultra-Aged Tequila (Extra Añejo) 
are added with sweeteners, coloring, aromatizers and/or permitted flavorings, in 
order to provide or intensify their color, aroma and/or flavors, the total reducing 
sugars shall have a maximum limit of 75 g/L, according to the NMX-V-006-
NORMEX and their dry extract shall have a maximum limit of 85 g/L, according 
to the NMX-V-017-NORMEX. 

 
E) Name of the Geographical Indication : 
 

TEQUILA  
 

Silver 
Tequila 

Gold 
Tequila 

Aged 
Tequila 

Extra aged 
Tequila 

Ultra aged 
Tequila 

PARAMETERS 

MI
N 

MA
X 

MI
N 

MA
X 

MI
N 

MA
X 

MI
N 

MA
X 

MI
N 

MAX 

Test method 
based on: 
(1) 

Alcohol Content at 
293 K (20 °C) (% 
Alc. Vol.)  

35 55 35 55 35 55 35 55 35 55 
NMX-V-013-
NORMEX 

Dry Extract (g/l) 0 0.30 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 NMX-V-017-
NORMEX 

Values expressed in mg/100 ml of Absolute (Anhydrous) Alcohol 
Higher Alcohols 
(alcohols with 
molecular weight 
higher than ethyl 
alcohol or fusel oil) 
(E.g. Amyl Alcohol) 

 
 
 
 
20 

 
 
 
 
500 

 
 
 
 
20 

 
 
 
 
500 

 
 
 
 
20 

 
 
 
 
500 

 
 
 
 
20 

 
 
 
 
500 

 
 
 
 
20 

 
 
 
 
500 

 
 
 
NMX-V-005-
NORMEX 

Methanol (2) 30 300 30 300 30 300 30 300 30 300 NMX-V-005-
NORMEX 

Aldehydes (such as 
acetaldehyde) 

0 40 0 40 0 40 0 40 0 40 NMX-V-005-
NORMEX 

Esters (such as ethyl 
acetate) 

2 200 2 200 2 250 2 250 2 250 NMX-V-005-
NORMEX 

Furfural 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 NMX-V-005-
NORMEX 



 

F) Description of Goods : 
 
a) Tequila is produced by distilling “mostos” or “musts” which is extracted 

material, obtained from hydrolysed/cooked cooked hearts of the Agave 
(Tequilana blue weber variety) , which is subject to fermentation with 
cultivated or uncultivated yeast  in the manufacturing facilities of an 
Authorized Producer . 

 
b) The “mostos” or “musts” thus formed maybe enhanced and blended 

together before fermentation with other sugars up to a proportion no 
greater than 49% of total reducing sugars expressed in units of mass. 

 
c) Tequila is a colourless liquid when aged in oak or Encino oak (holm or 

holm oak) wood containers, or when mellowed without aging. 
 
d) Tequila may get a mild colouring by the addition of sweeteners, 

colouring, aromatizers and/or permitted flavourings in order to provide or 
intensify its colour, aroma and/or flavour permitted under Mexican law 
of standards and measures.. 

 
e) According to the percentage of sugars from the Agave, there are two 

categories of TEQUILA: 
 
i. “Tequila 100% Agave” or “Tequila 100% puro de Agave”-This variety 

cannot be enriched with sugars, other than those obtained from the Agave 
Tequila Weber Blue Variety grown in the territory covered by the 
Official Norm (Norma Official Mexicana- Official Mexican Standard) 
Nom 006-SCFI-2005, during its fermentation process. For the product to 
be considered as “Tequila 100% Agave” or “Tequila 100% puro de 
Agave”, it must be bottled at the bottling plant controlled by the 
Authorized Producer, which must be located within the territory covered 
by the Official Norm (Norma Oficial Mexicana- Official Mexican 
Standard). This product should be called only by any of the following 
legends: “100% Agave” or “100% puro Agave”. 

 
ii. Tequila- This is the product in which the “mostos” or “musts” may be 

enhanced and blended together during the formulation stage and prior to 
fermentation with other sugars in a proportion not to exceed 49% of total 
reducing sugars expressed in units of mass. The maximum enhancement 
of up to 49% of total reducing sugars expressed in units of mass may not 
be done with sugars from any species of Agave. This can only be 
increased to 51% of total reducing sugars with sugars extracted from 
Agave Tequilana Weber blue Variety grown in the territory covered by 
the Declaration. 

 
 



 

f) Variants of Tequila  
 

Based on the characteristics acquired in processes subsequent to 
distillation, Tequila is classified as: 

 
i. Blanco or Plata (Silver or White Tequila): It is a crystal clear 

product that is not aged and can be bottled immediately after the 
second distillation by adding distilled water for obtaining the 
commercial alcohol volume. 

 
ii. Joven or Oro (Young or Gold Tequila): It is a non-aged Tequila. A 

product that may be enhanced by mellowing and whose commercial 
alcohol content must be adjusted by dilution with water. It acquires 
its yellowish colour through authorized additives, such as caramel 
colouring, or as the result of blending silver Tequila with aged 
and/or extra-aged or ultra-aged Tequila. 

 
iii. Reposado (Aged Tequila):It is a product which may be enhanced by 

mellowing, subject to an aging process of at least two months up to 
a maximum of 12 months, in direct contact with the wood of oak or 
Encino oak (holm or holm oak) containers. Its commercial alcohol 
content must be adjusted by dilution with water, as applicable. It is 
the result of blending aged Tequila with extra-aged or ultra-aged 
Tequila. This Tequila acquires the color and flavour of wood. 

 
iv. Añejo (Extra-aged Tequila):It is a product that maybe enhanced by 

mellowing, subject to an aging process of at least one year in direct 
contact with the wood of oak (holm or holm oak) or Encino oak 
containers with a maximum capacity of 600 litres. Its commercial 
alcohol content must be adjusted by dilution with water. It is the 
result of blending aged Tequila with ultra-aged Tequila. The color, 
aroma and flavour of the wood are more pronounced in this type of 
product. 

 
v. Extra Añejo (Ultra-aged Tequila):It is a product that may be 

enhanced by mellowing, subject to an aging process of at least three 
years without specifying the aging time in its label, in direct contact 
with the wood of oak (holm or holm oak) or Encino oak containers 
with a maximum capacity of 600 litres. Its commercial alcohol 
content must be adjusted by dilution with water. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
G) Geographical Area of Production and Map as shown in page no.      : 
 

Tequila is a spirit made from the blue agave plant, primarily in the area 
surrounding the old town of Tequila, 65 kilometres (40 mi) northwest of 
Guadalajara, and in the highlands (Los Altos) of the western Mexican state of 
Jalisco. 
 
The red volcanic soil in the surrounding region is particularly well suited to the 
growing of the blue agave, and more than 300 million of the plants are harvested 
there each year.  Agave tequila grows differently depending on the region. Blue 
agaves grown in the Highlands region are larger in size and sweeter in aroma and 
taste. Agaves harvested in the Lowlands, on the other hand, have a more 
herbaceous fragrance and flavor.  
 
The Denomination of origin (DOT) has established an officially demarcated 
Tequila region based on the climate, soil, temperature and altitude conducive to 
the growth of the Tequilana blue weber variety Agave plant which is specifically 
used for production of Tequila. 
 
The Total of 181 municipalities in 5 different Mexican states which comprise the 
region of the Appellation of origin of Tequila based on their geo-physical 
conditions and long use of traditional techniques of production are the following, 
given with details of the number of municipalities in each state with their 
respective Geographical coordinates: 

 
 

S No. State Municipalities Coordinates 
1. Jalisco 125 22˚45΄ and 18˚55΄ North Latitude 

101˚28΄ and 105˚ 42΄ West longitude 
2. Guanajuato 7 21˚52΄ and 19˚55΄ North Latitude 

99˚41΄ and 102˚ 09΄ West longitude 
3. Michoacán 30 20˚24΄ and 17˚55΄ North Latitude 

100˚04΄ and 103˚ 44΄ West longitude 
4. Nayarit 8 23˚05΄ and 20˚36΄ North Latitude 

103˚43΄ and 105˚ 46΄ West longitude 
5. Tamaulipas 11 27˚40΄ and 22˚12΄ North Latitude 

97˚ 08΄ and 100˚ 08΄ West longitude 
 
 
H) Proof of Origin ( Historical records ) : 
 

Mexicans have long identified Tequila as not just their national drink, but also a 
unique symbol of their culture and environment. The Agave tequilana blue 
weber variety plant, the extracted juices of which are used to make Tequila, can 
only be planted and harvested within the limits of a specific region, namely the 
Region of the Appellation of Origin of Tequila.  
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Pre historic 
The history of Tequila started just as there are legends about the origin of the 
Sun, Earth, Man, and Corn. Tequila also has one of its own, since it is a 
spirituous beverage extracted from the Agave, a mystic and divine cactea plant.  
 
The origin of the Agave goes back to the time of Aztecs and their deities and 
gods. Aztec people are believed to have made a fermented beverage from Agave 
plant more popularly called pulque. 
 
For hundreds of years, mankind has been modifying his agricultural 
surroundings and the original flora in the Tequila region, adapting them to the 
cultivation of the blue agave.. As a result, the Tequila region has given birth to 
countless cultural expressions involving the transformation of the landscape and 
the creation of architectural elements linked to the production process, 
contributing significantly to Mexico’s image around the world today. 
 
Middle Ages 
In April 1530 the present town of Tequila came to be called Santiago de Tequila 
by a Spanish conquistador. When the Spanish ran out of their own brandy, they 
began to distill agave to produce North America's first indigenous distilled spirit.  
There arose the first fusion of Mexican and Spanish alcohol culture where the 
aging process of Tequila was introduced. 
 
Some 80 years later, around 1600, Don Pedro Sánchez de Tagle, the Marquis of 
Altamira, began mass-producing tequila at the first factory in the territory of 
modern-day Jalisco. . The first mass production of Tequila took place in early 
19th century in Guadalajara, Mexico and the first export of Tequila to the United 
States took place in 1884. 
 
Recent history  
Tequila was declared to be an Appellation of origin by the Mexican Government 
in 1974. In 1991, the law on Industrial Property promotion and protection was 
passed, later changed to the Industrial Property law. It was amended in 1994. 
This law provides the legal framework still in force in Mexico for the protection 
of appellations of origin.  
 
An appellation of origin is a special kind of geographical indication. It generally 
consists of a geographical name or a traditional designation used on products 
which have a specific quality or characteristics that are essentially due to the 
environment in which they are produced. In the case of Appellation of Origin of 
Tequila, the drink was named after the geographical region in Mexico that 
during the centuries has been devoted to the production of this drink and 
acquired distinctive characteristics due to the location, climate and cultural 
traditions of the area. 
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In 1994 the Tequila Regulatory Council Consejo Regulado de Tequila was 
founded to ensure quality in the Tequila industry.  
 
In 1996 that Mexico signed international agreement for all countries to recognize 
tequila as a product from only 5 regions of Mexico in the northwest part of the 
country mainly in the state of Jalisco & adjoining states of Guanajuato, 
Michoacan, Nayarit & Tamaulipas.  
 
In bilateral and multilateral negotiations, including those leading to the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), Mexican trade officials have 
demanded Tequila be protected as a "geographically indicated product" under 
intellectual property rights law. They have argued that Tequila is a unique 
cultural product that can only be called by that name if fermented from the blue 
agave plant indigenous to a specific climatic region of Mexico. Even 
domestically it is illegal to distill Tequila outside the designated regions. Mexico 
has been largely successful in gaining these concessions. Tequila is protected 
under NAFTA, as are other geographically indicated spirits such as Canadian 
Whiskey and Tennessee Whiskey.  
 
 
In 2003, Mexico issued a proposal that would require all Mexican-made tequila 
be bottled in Mexico before being exported to other countries. The Mexican 
government said that bottling tequila in Mexico would guarantee its quality. On 
January 17, 2006, the United States and Mexico signed an agreement allowing 
the continued bulk import of Tequila into the United States. The agreement also 
created a "Tequila bottlers registry" to identify approved bottlers of tequila and 
created an agency to monitor the registry. In 1997, Mexico and the EU signed an 
Agreement on Designations for Spirit Drinks under which both parties agreed to 
grant protection to the denominations of origin of certain spirits such as Tequila 
and Mezcal, Whisky, Grappa and Cognac. 
 

I) Method of Production : 
 

a) The making of Tequila begins with ‘Jima’, which is cutting of the leaves 
of the plant Agave tequilana Weber blue variety down to its base, to keep 
only the head or heart of Agave, which is the raw material of tequila.This 
is done traditionally by a “Jimador” the man who cuts the leaves, using a 
tool called “coa” which is long and stick like with a circular end. 

 
b) Cooking or Hydrolysis: The manufacturing process begins with the 

Agave pina or pineapples being subjected to Hydrolysis or cooking 
which causes transformation of starch into sugars, which are easily 
fermented.. 

 



 

c) Extraction of Honeys and Bagasse residues: Before or after coction, the 
sugars or starch obtained from the pineapples of Agave must be separated 
from the fibre in order to use these sugars for fermentation.  

 
The Formulation: In this step it is decided which category of Tequila 
would be prepared. In the case of Tequila, the extracted honeys of the 
Agave are mixed in a proportion of minimum 51% of agave sugars and 
49% of other sugars (standard sugar, glucose, fruit sugar, molasses, etc.). 
In the case of Tequila 100% Agave, the extraction goes directly for 
fermentation after mixing sugars only from agave.  The fermentation is 
where the transformation of sugars into ethylic alcohol    is carried out 
due to the work of yeasts.  

 
d) The next step is distillation. Distillation is the process by which different 

components of the fermented mixture are separated, by means of heat and 
pressure, obtaining purified alcohol and letting go the undesirable 
residues. All tequila must be distilled at least twice. Nowadays it is done 
also in towers of continuous distillation. At the end of the distillation 
process, all Tequila is a clear liquid.  

 
e) Bottling the Tequila so obtained is the next step. Bottling is the action of 

pouring the Tequila in the recipients that will contain it in order to keep it 
and protect its physical and chemical stability and market it. Tequila must 
be bottled in new recipients, allowed by the sanitary authorities. Most 
distillers add demineralized water to the liquid to reduce the alcohol 
content of the drink to commercial levels. The range of alcoholic content 
permitted by the Standard of Tequila is from 35 to 55 alcohol percentage 
by volume. Both categories of Tequila may be enhanced by the addition 
of sweeteners, colorings, aromatizers and/or flavorings allowed by the 
Ministry of Health of Mexico.  

 
f) Thereafter, the aging of Tequila takes place. Aging is the slow 

transformation of Tequila that lets it acquire additional sensorial 
characteristics like odour, colour and texture by physical chemical 
processes that in a natural way take place during its storage in recipients 
or barrels of wood oak or holm oak. The Añejo and Extra Añejo Tequilas 
must be matured in wooden barrels not larger than 600 litres. 

 
K) Uniqueness: 
 

Tequila was declared to be an Appellation of origin by the Mexican Government 
in 1974. This is a recognition that Tequila has specific qualities or characteristics 
which are essentially attributable to the geographical environment in which the 
raw material plant is grown, harvested and the beverage manufactured. 
 



 

Tequila can be made only from the Agave tequilana blue weber variety plant. 
This specific variety of plant can be grown and harvested only within the limits 
of specific regions, namely the Region of the Appellation of Origin of Tequila 
details of which are given herein above under the caption “Geographical areas of 
production”.  
 
The essential elements of uniqueness of TEQUILA may be captured as follows:- 
 
Uniqueness of place of origin: 
Tequila derives its name from the small town  Tequila , about 65 kms from 
Guadalajara, the capital of the state of Jalisco of which 125 municipalities are 
included as designated regions of production of Tequila according to the 
Declaration of origin (DOT) Tequila.  The place obtained its name when a 
Spanish conquistador in 1530 called the place Santiago de Tequila. To this day, 
this region in Jalisco houses the largest number of Distilleries of Tequila. Hence 
the nexus between the place of origin and the GI. 
 
Uniqueness in tradition 
Mexico prides itself of a long tradition with Tequila. Mexican legends, 
mythology, songs, poetry, literature and  films allude to Tequila in some manner. 
Such is the way in which Tequila  is inextricably associated with Mexican 
tradition. Starting from the period of the Aztec civilization, the culture of 
fermenting Agave extract was prevalent. The Spanish conquest in middle ages 
enhanced the tradition further.  
 
Tradition of Agave cultivation: 
Mexico is the only country that has a tradition of alcoholic beverage made from 
the plant Agave. The agave plant takes roughly 7 to 10 years to be ready for 
harvest from the time it is first planted. This makes the planting and nurturing of 
the plant through variations in climate over the long period of 7 to 10 years a 
necessity and hence a challenge. Only the experienced Agave growers would 
have the requisite knowledge and expertise. Since only the Tequilana blue weber 
variety of Agave is used to make Tequila,the Agave growers of this variety are 
required to form part of section B of the CRT so as to be authorized to produce 
the crop.  
 
Uniqueness of source: 
The only kind of agave used in the production of Tequila is the Agave tequilana  
blue weber, variety consisting of long and fibrous leaves, of a lanceolate shape, 
of which the usable part for the production of Tequila is the pineapple or head. 
Though Mexico prides itself of over 200 varieties of Agave, the instant GI,  
TEQUILA can be produced only from the hearts or the pina of the Tequilana 
Blue Weber variety of Agave.  
 
Uniqueness in Manner of harvest and human creativity: 



 

The “Jimador “,the person who cuts the leaves of the Agave using a “Coa” 
which is a long wooden stick with a sharp rounded metal end to deftly slice the 
leaves from the “pina” or the heart of the Agave. This method of cutting the 
leaves is peculiar to Blue weber variety Agave in the production of Tequila. This 
part of the process is called “Jima” or cutting leaves. It is notable that the “Coa” 
weighs about 20 kilos, and a “Jimador” on average cuts a 100 agave plant per 
day. The ‘Jimador” cuts the leaves by a method which has been passed on from 
generations which is practically impossible to imbibe in another country. An 
experienced Jimador can harvest upto 100 pinas per day. 
 
Uniqueness  in manner of extraction of mostos: 
Traditionally the extract of the agave used to be kept in a large receptacle made 
of stone and a tool called tahona a stone wheel was run using a mule to move it 
to crush the extract of the pina. The NOM does not prevent the traditional 
method of crushing the pina though more modern techniques are used by some 
distillers. 
 
Uniqueness in manner of hydrolysis: 
Traditionally the mostos was cooked below the level of the earth in mud and 
stone. This manner of hydrolysis is still followed but using modern techniques. 
 
Before the Spanish conquest, in 1500s, all alcoholic beverage from Agave was 
made only by hydrolysis and fermentation. However there was a unique fusion 
of Spanish and Mexican culture when the Spanish brought with them the process 
of distillation and introduced the concept to the alcoholic beverage from Agave 
to make Tequila. 
 
Uniqueness in geological factors 
This specific variety of plant can be grown and harvested only within the limits 
of specific regions, namely the Region of the Appellation of Origin of Tequila 
details of which are given herein above under the caption “Geographical areas of 
production”. These regions are sited at an altitude extending from 600 above sea 
level to 2500 meters.  Temperatures in these regions range from 5º C to 28º C 
with an annual rainfall 600 to 1800 mm. Further the clay soil in these areas is of 
medium texture with low water retention capacity pH from6.0 to 8.0. All these 
conditions contribute to the uniqueness of blue Weber Agave plants, the source 
of Tequila. These climatic conditions prevailing in the designated regions in 
Mexico have been declared as such as the authorized areas for production of 
Agave of the Tequilana blue weber variety and manufacture of Tequila. 
 
Uniqueness in respect of compliance to NOM-006-SCFI-2005 
The whole process of manufacturing Tequila has been clearly set out in The 
Mexican Official Standard for Tequila” which is the “NOM-006-SCFI-2005 
Bebidas Alcoholicas-Tequila-Especificaciones” which establishes specific 
requirements for every player  in the production chain of Agave of Tequila. This 
means that each person from the producer of the Agave  tequilana blue weber 



 

variety plant , to the distiller, to the bottler, needs to comply with the standards 
imposed by the NOM 006 SCFI-2005 in order to be able to avail of the name 
TEQUILA. 
 
The following are the mandatory characteristics/specifications as required by the 
NOM 006 SCFI-2005 for the alcoholic beverage to be called TEQUILA. 
 
• Alcoholic beverage from designated regions of Mexico with 35 to 55% 

alcohol; 
• Where musts from the plant  tequilana weber blue variety Agave may be 

enhanced and blended together prior to fermentation with other sugars in a 
proportion not to exceed 49% of total reducing sugars; 

• made by specific distillation process as prescribed Section4.6 of aforesaid 
NOM; 

• Raw materials grown allowed only by authorized producers only  in the 
regions of Mexico specified by the declaration of 1974 (Section 4.4 of 
aforesaid  NOM); 

•  processed by a method specifically explained by NOM;  
• with parameters falling within those mentioned in NOM ; 
• in an authorized producer’s facility, 
•  bottled only by an authorised producer,  
• labeled according to Section 11.1 of aforesaid NOM; 
• in accordance with laws and regulations of Mexico. 
 
Mexico is a signatory to Lisbon Agreement for protection of Geographical 
Indications, which is closely monitored by the World Intellectual Property 
Organisation (WIPO) which ensures that certain standards are met, compliance 
and validity apply to the entire national territory without prejudice to 
international treaties to which Mexico is a party. WIPO accords this international 
protection only upon a competent authority makes an application on behalf of its 
country of origin. In the case of Tequila, all these parameters are met before the 
requirements of a competent authority namely the WIPO. Besides, it satisfies 
Article 156, of WIPO Database of Intellectual Property Legislative texts. 
Therefore the fact that the manufacture of Tequila and the growth of the plant 
from which it is derived are undoubtedly attributable to the geographical regions 
in which they occur, which is unprecedented in any other part of the world 
establishes further its uniqueness. 
 

L) Inspection Body: 
 
The Mexican Official Standard for Tequila, (Norma Oficial Mexicana), “NOM-
006-SCFI-2005 Bebidas Alcohólicas-Tequila-Especificaciones”, establishes the 
specific requirements that everyone from the productive chain Agave-Tequila 
should accomplish in order to bear the name Tequila. The Standard establishes 
the requirements for the Agave supply, process of elaboration, bottling and 
marketing practices linked to the Tequila spirit, and any Tequila producer should 



 

prove its strict compliance with this Standard.  
 
CONSEJO REGULADOR DEL TEQUILA, A.C performs 5 major functions-
Verification, Certification, Agricultural, Quality control and Administrative. 
 
Additionally, a laboratory administered by the applicant is dedicated exclusively 
to study of soils, for development of agave growing techniques and to provide 
support to the Agricultural branch. 
 
Verification activities- 
These include on site inspection to determine  
• Agave characteristics; 
• Rawmaterials used in production of the GI; 
• Use of permitted additives; 
• Manufacturing process; 
• Categories and variants of theGI produced; 
• Aging processes; 
• Physical-chemicalproperties of the finished products; 
• Compliance to container and bottling requirements; 
• Fulfilment of labeling requirements; 
• Use of registered trademarks; 
• Marketing records; 
• Export records; 
Based on results of this verification an approval would be issued by the 
Certification authority which is an inherent part of the applicant. 
 
Certification activities 
By certification the purity of the GI is assured to the consuming public, 3kinds of 
certificates are issued: 
• Certificate of compliance with standards; 
• Certificate for domestic sales(independent certificate generated for every 
lot); 
• Certificate for export. 
 
Activities of Agricultural branch 
It may be recalled that Section D of the CRT membership is represented by the 
Ministry of Agriculture and other specialists. They assist in supervising that the 
Tequilana blue weber variety of Agave is grown exclusively in the officially 
demarcated regions meant for the appellation of origin, to be used for the 
manufacture of Tequila. 
 
A CRT card is used to account for the movement of every Agave plant.  
Programs are also designed to advise agave plantation workers to sensitize them 
to reduce risks of loss. 
 
 



 

Quality control 
This branch supervises the over all conformity to quality standards as laid out by 
NOM-006-SCFI-2005.Internal audits are conducted periodically. 
 
CRT ensures brand assurance by ensuring that every authorized producer has the 
prior permit from IMPI (the Intellectual office of Mexico). When such an 
application for permit is filed, the verificationand certification functions of CRT 
would take place to ensure that the applicant fulfils all requirements of being an 
authorized producer. 
 
Besides, bottling and labeling requirements prescribed by the NOM-006-SCFI-
2005 are to be strictly adhered to. In the case of 100% puro Agave bottling is to 
take place strictly within the region demarcated as Appellation of origin. Tequila 
can be bottled in specified bottling plants subject to prior understanding with the 
CRT.  
 
The labeling requirements are stringent. According to the NOM006-SCFI-2005, 
every label must carry information of compliances as mentioned below before a 
product is launched in a domestic or international market. 
(I) The word “Tequila”; 
(II) The category and type it belongs to; 
(III) Net content in liters or milliliters; 
(IV) Percentage of alcohol in volume at 20 degrees C; 
(V) Commercial name of Tequila producer; 
(VI) Registered trademark of the individual producer; 
(VII) The legend “HECHO EN MEXICO”  or its translation for destination 
market; 
(VIII) Official mark of the Mexican official standard; 
(IX) Distinctive mark indicating lot of the bottle; 
(X) Any other sanitary or commercial information. 
 

M) Other: 
 
In 1974, the Mexican Government issued a Declaration for the Protection of the 
Appellation of Origin Tequila (DOT), stating that because of its geographical 
origin, reputation and essential specific qualities, "Tequila" was to be considered 
a geographical indication of Mexico. Several Countries, including Costa Rica, 
Colombia, Ecuador and Honduras, have accorded “Appellation of Origin” status 
to TEQUILA.  
 
About the Applicant: 
 
The Consejo Regulado del Tequila, A.C. (also known in English as the Tequila 
Regulatory council, A.C. hereinafter referred to as CRT) is the only organization 
that has been accredited by the Mexican Accrediting Entity (EMA) to verify and 



 

certify that the production and marketing of Tequila is conducted according to 
the Mexican Official standard of Tequila. 
 
Created in 1994, the CRT is a private, non-profit organization with a dual 
character; through verification procedures it constantly monitors the compliance 
with the Official Standard for Tequila and upon successful verification it issues 
certificates  demonstrating that the product is suitable for marketing domestically 
as well as internationally.  
 
The main objectives of the CRT are: 
1. To ensure through the verification process, the fulfillment of the NOM-006-

SCFI-2005 (the Official Mexican standard) for Tequila.  
2. Safeguard  the Appellation of Origin Tequila in Mexico and around the 

world. 
3. Guarantee the authenticity of the Tequila that the consumer acquires. 
4. Issue timely and truthful information useful for the Agave-Tequila productive 

chain. 
 
The CRT is composed by members of all levels of the Tequila chain as well as 
regulating authorities. This inclusive well balanced character is reflected in the 
structure of its highestorgan- The Board of Associates. 
 
Every group involved in the Tequila industry is represented in the CRT’s Board 
of Associates. Accordingly, “Section A” represents the Tequila producers, 
“Section B” represents the Agave producers, “Section C” represents the Bottlers 
and Marketers, and finally, “Section D” is composed of representatives of the 
Mexican Government, specifically, the Secretary of Economy, the Mexican 
Institute of Industrial Property, the Federal Consumer Protection Agency, the 
Secretary of Health and the Secretary of Agriculture and Natural Resources.  
 
The Legal competence of the Applicant, CRT, is further enhanced by virtue of 

the fact that the said Applicant is the Proprietor of the trademark  
under number 999938 in class 33 in Mexico.  
 
CRT has 5 offices around the Mexican Territory and 4 international offices in 
USA, Switzerland, Spain and China in order to monitor the fulfillment of 
mandatory standard for Tequila, and to ensure that the Appellation of Origin is 
respected world over by ensuring that only authorized and certified products bear 
the name Tequila. 
 
In this manner the CRT serves to stand for the interest of the Tequila producers 
which includes all people concerned from the growth of the agave plant upto the 
bottling and distribution network.  
 



 

NOM-Norma Oficial Mexicana-First Mexican Official Standard was created in 
1949 by the Director General of Standards of Mexico, for standardizing 
production, commercialization and quality of Tequila.  
 
In 1994,the applicant CRT was then accredited by the Government of Mexico  
and was given authority to certify and evaluate the qualitative standards of 
Tequila. Hence the applicant now scrupulously adheres to the standards 
prescribed by the NOM 006 SCFI-2005 which specifically establishes the 
accepted standards and parameters for Tequila. 
 
As part of its endeavour, CRT has taken numerous actions against third parties to 
protect the Appellation of Origin of Tequila from being wrongfully misused and 
infringed. 
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General Information 
 
What is a Geographical Indication? 

 It is an indication, 
 It is used to identify agricultural,natural,or manufactured goods originating 

in the said area, 
 It originates from a definite territory in India, 
 It should have a special quality or characteristics unique to the geographical 

indication. 
 
Examples of possible Geographical Indications in India: 
Some of the examples of Geographical Indications in India include Basmati Rice, 
Darjeeling Tea, Kancheepuram silk saree, Alphonso Mango, Nagpur Orange, 
Kolhapuri Chappal, Bikaneri Bhujia etc. 
 
What are the benefits of registration of Geographical Indications? 

 It confers legal protection to Geographical Indications in India, 
 It prevents unauthorized use of a registered Geographical Indication by 

others. 
 It boosts exports of Indian Geographical indications by providing legal 

Protection. 
 It promotes economic Prosperity of Producers. 
 It enables seeking legal protection in other WTO member countries. 

 
Who can apply for the registration of a Geographical Indication? 
Any association of persons, producers, organization or authority established by or 
under the law can apply. 
The applicant must represent the interest of the producers. 
The application should be in writing in the prescribed form. 
The application should be addressed to the Registrar of Geographical Indications 
along with prescribed fee. 
 
Who is the Registered Proprietor of a Geographical Indication? 
Any association of persons, producers, organisation or authority established by or 
under the law can be a registered proprietor. There name should be entered in the 
Register of Geographical Indications as registered proprietor for the Geographical 
Indication applied for. 
 
Who is an authorized user? 
A producer of goods can apply for registration as an authorized user, with respect to 
a registered Geographical Indication. He should apply in writing in the prescribed 
form alongwith prescribed fee. 
 
Who is a producer in relation to a Geographical Indication? 
A producer is a person dealing with three categories of goods 

 Agricultural Goods including the production, processing, trading or dealing. 
 Natural Goods including exploiting, trading or dealing. 
 Handicrafts or industrial goods including making, manufacturing, trading or 

dealing. 
 
Is registration of a Geographical Indication compulsory? 
While registration of Geographical indication is not compulsory, it offers better legal 
protection for action for infringement.  



 

What are the advantages of registering? 
 Registration affords better legal protection to facilitate an action for 

infringement. 
 The registered proprietor and authorized users can initiate infringement 

actions. 
 The authorized users can exercise right to use the Geographical indication. 

 
Who can use the registered Geographical Indication? 
Only an authorized user has the exclusive rights to use the Geographical indication 
in relation to goods in respect of which it is registered.  
 
How long is the registration of Geographical Indication valid? Can it be 
renewed? 
The registration of a Geographical Indication is for a period of ten years. 
Yes, renewal is possible for further periods of 10 years each. 
If a registered Geographical Indications is not renewed, it is liable tobe removed 
from the register.  
 
When a Registered Geographical Indication is said tobe infringed? 

 When unauthorized use indicates or suggests that such goods originate in a 
geographical area other than the true place of origin of such goods in a 
manner which misleads the public as to their geographical origins. 

 When use of Geographical Indication results in unfair competition including 
passing off in respect of registered Geographical indication. 

 When the use of another Geographical Indication results in a false 
representation to the public that goods originate in a territory in respect of 
which a Geographical Indication relates. 

 
Who can initiate an infringement action? 
The registered proprietor or authorized users of a registered Geographical indication 
can initiate an infringement action. 
 
Can a registered Geographical Indication be assigned, transmitted etc? 
No, A Geographical Indication is a public property belonging to the producers of the 
concerned goods. It shall not be the subject matter of assignment, transmission, 
licensing, pledge, mortgage or such other agreement. However, when an authorized 
user dies, his right devolves on his successor in title. 
 
Can a registered Geographical Indication or authorized user be removed 
from the register? 
Yes, The Appellate Board or the Registrar of Geographical Indication has the power 
to remove the Geographical Indication or authorized user from the register. The 
aggrieved person can file an appeal within three months from the date of 
communication of the order. 
 
How a Geographical Indication differs from a trade mark? 
A trade mark is a sign which is used in the course of trade and it distinguishes good 
or services of one enterprise from those of other enterprises. Whereas a 
Geographical Indication is used to identify goods having special Characteristics 
originating from a definite geographical territory.  
 
  
 



 

THE REGISTRATION PROCESS 
 

In December 1999, Parliament passed the Geographical Indications of Goods 
(Registration and Protection) Act 1999. This Act seeks to provide for the registration 
and protection of Geographical Indications relating to goods in India. This Act is 
administered by the Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks, who is 
the Registrar of Geographical Indications. The Geographical Indications Registry is 
located at Chennai. 
 
The Registrar of Geographical Indication is divided into two parts. Part ‘A’ consists 
of particulars relating to registered Geographical indications and Part ‘B’ consists of 
particulars of the registered authorized users. 
The registration process is similar to both for registration of geographical indication 
and an authorized user which is illustrated below: 
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